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INTRODUCTION

Vigmed is a Swedish medical technology company founded in 
2009 whose mission is to reduce the risk of disease transmission to 
healthcare workers by eliminating needlestick injuries in health care. 
Needlestick injuries are a major concern for physicians, nurses and 
other healthcare personnel, who risk infection with HIV, hepatitis, 
ebola or one of the other around 30 blood-borne diseases that can 
be transmitted via an infected needle. Every year, in Europe alone, 
it is estimated that more than a million physicians, nurses and other 
healthcare personnel suffer needlestick injuries. 

Vigmed develops and markets patented safety products to protect 
healthcare personnel from needlestick injuries. 

Needlestick injuries are considered to be such a significant health and 
safety hazard that, in May 2013, the EU adopted a directive that requires 
all needles and sharp devices purchased by public health authorities to 
be equipped with a safety mechanism to prevent needlestick injuries. 
The directive is implemented in national legislation in the respective EU 
member states and requires a market transition during a limited time 
period to the new types of safe products.

On the wave of this transition, Vigmed is establishing a market 
position with its unique safety solutions. The company's proprie-
tary, patented products are resource-efficient, safe, easy to use and 
of high quality. 
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Vigmed's mission is to eliminate needlestick injuries and the associated risk of 
cross infection with blood-borne infectious diseases from patients to health-
care personnel, by eliminating the risk of accidental needlestick injuries from 
the needle products used in healthcare. 

Vigmed’s vision is to be recognized as the leading innovator and preferred 
partner by healthcare professionals, suppliers and distributors, in the fight to 
eliminate needle-stick injuries and the assocoated risk of cross infection.

Vigmed's business model is based on the key idea of applying a deep under-
standing of the user's requirements in order to develop products that are 
convenient to use, safe and cost effective. 

The success factors are flexibility and responsiveness, as well as the ability to 
transform a deep understanding of problems and requirements into well-func-
tioning solutions and products.

The aforementioned require not only technical and medical expertise, but also 
a well-developed ability to cooperate with other leading partners in the value 
chain, in order to effectively combine various players' resources and abilities. 
In concrete terms, this entails that Vigmed actively implements its solutions 
via a proprietary concept called "controlled outsourcing".

Vigmed's strategies are targeted at achieving its mission to be a leading player 
in the elimination of needlestick injuries and the associated risk of cross infec-
tion within healthcare due to accidental needlestick injuries. By understand-
ing the customer's needs and operating within the company's specific niches, 
a competent and well-motivated operative organisation can outperform its 
competitors.

MISSION

VISION

BUSINESS MODEL AND 
STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
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BACKGROUND
AND HISTORY  

Strong core competence within the organisation
The strategic location of its head office in a region characterised by knowledge 
and innovation within the medical technology industry enables Vigmed to 
attract valuable expertise and experience, thereby achieving a leading position 
in selected business segments. The company's innovative safety solutions are 
designed, developed, marketed and handled by a team of motivated employees 
who together hold considerable experience.

Sound understanding of customers 
In close cooperation with the key target group, the users, Vigmed seeks to 
eliminate needlestick injuries. The company is in active, regular dialogue with 
its partners and healthcare personnel via discussion forums, focus groups and 
networks of valuable competences. Dialogue with customers is an important part 
of Vigmed's innovation process.

Driving innovation
Driving innovation and setting new standards for safety, quality and cost 
effectiveness are strong drivers for Vigmed. Historically, few satisfactory 
innovations have reached the market, which creates interesting opportunities for 
dynamic and development-focused companies. Vigmed's ambition is to launch 
new product lines each year in the market.

Sustained partnership via "controlled outsourcing" 
As a small player in a market dominated by large players, Vigmed must build its 
future on being the best within selected links of the value chain. A comprehensive 
market offering is achieved through close cooperation/partnership with other 
leading players that contribute their own unique competences and resources to a 
partnership in which everyone is a winner. By focusing on our core competences, 
Vigmed is able to develop the best solutions in the market, while minimising 
investments in production, equipment and assembly lines.  
Production takes place in cooperation with contract manufacturers that have 
manufacturing as their strategic focus area. Vigmed's cooperation partners within 
manufacturing and distribution hold sound medical expertise and cleanroom 
capacity, combined with financial stability. 

Focus on growth 
Vigmed's market investment is naturally directed at the markets that are subject 
to legislation or directives regarding protection from needlestick injuries, or 
where there is general, well-developed safety awareness. The company also 
focuses on certain markets where close cooperation with customers indicates a 
growing need for safety products. The domestic markets in Europe are currently 
in focus, while the USA, China, East Asia and the Gulf states are seen as poten-
tial future markets. 
 

In 1921, the technical company Viggo 
AB was established in Helsingborg, 
Sweden. This company imported and 
distributed medical equipment, also 
selling products over the counter in 
the shop in Helsingborg. During the 
1940s and 1950s, Viggo AB focused 
increasingly on disposable items. With 
its own production facilities, it was 
well-positioned when the company 
achieved a patent for and launched the 
IV catheter Venflon® in 1968, a trade-
mark today held by Becton Dickinson 
and a product that continues to be a 
standard in many parts of the world. 
During the decades after this launch, 
Helsingborg built up its reputation as 
a European centre for IV catheter tech-
nology, and today it is still a leading 
centre for this expertise. The activities 
deriving from Viggo were gradually 
taken over by Becton Dickinson, 
which in 2011 moved the Venflon 
production facilities to Singapore and 
India. Much of the expertise and many 
of the staff remained in Helsingborg, 
however, and today constitute a talent 
and competence pool from which 
Vigmed can benefit.

VIGMED'S FIVE STRATEGIC INITIATIVES ARE: 
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With the mission of eliminating needlestick injuries in healthcare, at the end of 
2012 we embarked on an exciting journey. The point of departure was a capital 
injection of SEK 50 million from private investors at the end of 2012, followed 
by Vigmed's listing on NASDAQ OMX First North at the beginning of 2013. 

At the start of this journey in late 2012, our team solely comprised four 
employees and our assets consisted of some promising product prototypes. 
Now, just over two years later, Vigmed has developed into a complete 
company with well-established, increasing sales. Today, the team consists 
of 20 experienced and motivated employees. Together we have established 
manufacturing lines and launched four product lines (CLiP® Ported, CLiP® 
Winged, CLiP® Neo and SWiNG) and also established a sound distributor 
network covering large parts of western Europe. In addition, we have signed 
agreements with distributors in Australia and New Zealand. 

We are proud of how we have managed to build up a medical device company 
with solid quality and regulatory expertise, the necessary certifications, 
and innovative research and development in such a short time. We are now 
launching our products in the market on the basis of modern marketing 
concepts and close cooperation with selected distributors. Launching four 
product lines simultaneously is quite unique in our industry. To a great extent 
this has only been possible due to our experience and expertise, combined 
with our close partnerships.

Most, but naturally not all, aspects have exceeded expectations. We can note 
that our ambitious launch plans were a little too optimistic. Initial problems on 
production start-up and the need for certain design adjustments to the first-
generation products, as well as long processing times for CE approval, delayed 
the market launch by over eight months compared to plan. As a consequence, in 
December 2014 it was necessary to undertake a preferential share issue, with the 
issue of 6,261,904 new shares and the contribution of SEK 52.1 million to the 
company. The fact that Vigmed's new issue was oversubscribed shows that there 
is strong faith in the company and its activities. The issue secured the capital 
needed for the next stage of our development.

Now we are on our way! Our organisation is in place, production is up and 
running, and the supply chain and distributor network are also in place. All of 
the pieces of the puzzle have been put together for the launch of our patented 
products in the market. When it comes to distribution, Western Europe is 
almost covered via distribution agreements with well-known partners, such as 
the CODAN Group of companies covering Scandinavia, France and Austria, 
Vygon for Germany, and the Werfen Group on the Iberian peninsula. We have 
also signed agreements with Mediq for Switzerland, Mavrogenis for Greece, 
Medival, Nannini and Medi.Ca for Italy and Icepharma for Iceland, and with 
Device Technologies in Australia and New Zealand. 

Through the roll out that has been initiated we expect to establish a solid base 
within the coming years, particularly in Europe, which will be large enough to 
generate the revenue needed to achieve profitability. 

MESSAGE 
FROM THE CEO
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requirements. We also have plans to establish a separate, locally 
financed business unit for the whole of East Asia. We are 
convinced that this branch of our activities would have the 
potential to create value for Vigmed's shareholders.

I am pleased to note that 2015 is the year that we are taking on 
the European market with full force. We are uncompromising 
in our efforts to reduce the spread of infection in the world by 
eliminating needlestick injuries. I am convinced that, in a few 
years, we will have successfully built a leading company within our 
sector. As the representative and head of the Vigmed team I can 
promise focus, hard work, high ambitions and motivation, and the 
determination to become an established, successful and profitable 
international medical device company. 

Finn Ketler 
CEO/Member of the Board of Directors

We are planning to continue to establish new cooperation 
agreements with contract manufacturers in order to increase our 
production capacity on a capital-effective basis. This will take 
place as our sales volumes increase. In September 2014, we signed 
our newest manufacturing agreement, with AMB Industri for the 
manufacture of arterial catheters. Within this market niche we are 
now launching an innovative safety product, of which we have high 
expectations, in view of the relatively limited competition within 
this segment. The assembly lines for these patented arterial catheters 
have been delivered, and product launch is expected in September 
2015.

With both contract manufacture and distribution in place in 
western Europe, our focus market, we will now continue to build 
on our unique products by further developing our innovative 
safety solutions, in order to meet customers' requirements. 
The key to success for Vigmed is robust product design that is 
matched to users' requirements, effective, high-quality production 
in fully automatic production lines, and a proactive, reliable and 
responsive sales, delivery and service organisation. 

Now our clear focus is to support our distributors in getting 
started and increasing their sales in the respective markets. We 
are also working hard to optimise the production and logistics 
chain so that we can deliver the right products, on time and in the 
ordered numbers, which is a requirement in order to have satisfied 
end-customers. Once this is in place, we are convinced that we 
will generate the sales required to achieve our explicit objective 
of continuous growth towards a revenue target of SEK 400-600 
million in 2019.

In a more long-term perspective, we are also setting our sights 
on the American and Chinese markets. In November 2013, 
Vigmed's first patent in the USA was approved, concerning 
our Vigclip® technology. This patent is one of our basic patents 
and not only represents opportunities within the CLiP® line, 
but also within similar product lines intended to increase the 
safety of healthcare personnel. The American market requires 
customised technical solutions with different assembly lines to 
those within the EU, as well as FDA-compliant quality systems 
and approvals, which means that we expect a launch in the USA 
during 2017 at the earliest. 

In China, we have a number of pending utility model protection 
and patent applications, and we recently initiated a product 
registration process. The market in China is developing 
rapidly, with an obvious need for protection products, and 
both healthcare personnel and patients have increased quality 

Key figures for the Group

SEK million 2014 2013 2012

Net sales 1.1 0.0 0.0

Operating profit -32.0 -21.0 -12.1

Investments in fixed assets 10.1 12.3 4.7

Issue of new share 52.1 24.8 56.0

Cash flow 21.7 -10.9 50.6

Equity 73.8 53.4 52.0

Solvency 78% 94% 88%

Cash and cash equivalents as at year-end 63.5 41.8 52.7

Number of employees as at year-end 17 13 4
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Strong core expertise within the organisation
In just a few years, Vigmed has built up an organisation that today consists of 
20 employees, most of whom are experienced specialists within their respective 
areas of activity. Vigmed's strong team has core expertise within product 
development, production processes, logistics, sales, innovative marketing, 
quality and regulatory affairs, as well as finance and communication. 

R&D 

Fredrik Thörne

Finance / HR / IT

Mette Gross

Business Development 
& Sales, 

Americas and MEA 

Henrik Olsen

Quality Assurance

Ola Lindau

CEO

Finn Ketler

Breakdown of employees in the organisation

Finance 2

Quality Assurance 4

IT 1

R&D 6

Sales & Marketing 4

Business Development & Sales, Americas and MEA 1

CEO 1

Supply Chain (from February 2015) 1

In terms of number of employees, research and development are the 
organisation's largest department. The quality and regulatory affairs 
department is the part of the organisation that increased the most during 
2014. In conjunction with the launch of the CLiP® product lines in the 
summer of 2014, our sales and marketing expertise has been reinforced, 
with intensified focus on these areas. 

CE marking is mandatory for products sold within the EU. For the CLiP® 
products, this is handled by our logistics partner: MBH-International A/S in 
Denmark. At the end of 2014 Vigmed received a separate CE mark for the 
SWiNG products, which could thus be launched in the market in January 
2015. 

Vigmed has also applied for a separate CE mark for the CLiP® lines, with the aim 
of integrating logistics responsibility during 2015. In January 2015, the company 
appointed a Director for Supply Chain who is responsible for procurement, 
capacity planning, logistics and stocks, and the company is now at a stage where 
the intention is to take over stock and logistics handling from MBH during 2015.

The focus is currently on establishment in the European market, concur-
rently with preparations for subsequent launches on the markets in the USA 
and China. 

During 2013-14, several new projects and prototypes were developed, so that 
Vigmed expects to have no problems in fulfilling the ambition to launch new 
product lines every year. 

Supply Chain

Elisabeth Andersson

Sales & Marketing

Mike Dooley

VIGMED'S STRATEGIES 
IN DEPTH
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Sound understanding of customers
Vigmed's efforts to reduce the risks of infection spreading to healthcare 
personnel by eliminating needlestick injuries take place in close partnership 
with those who are affected, i.e. the healthcare personnel who use these 
devices. The development of new safety solutions is primarily driven by 
the needs of these end-users. A success factor for Vigmed is the ability to 
understand customers, and how this is incorporated in the innovation 
process. The company maintains a constant, active dialogue with the end-
customers via a structured forum consisting of key customers and distributors, 
as well as an online network which gives valuable input that can then be 
applied to the product development process. 

Besides the actual needle protection, assessing and closely analysing the end-users' 
requirements has been a leading principle in the design of Vigmed's products. 
Assessments of Vigmed's products at various hospitals in Sweden and Denmark 
have highlighted Vigmed's products' advantages compared to alternative 
products in the market. Nurses and physicians in the healthcare sector are often 
conservative and require products with the same and inherent sensation as the 
unprotected products they are accustomed to using. 
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Vigmed has already launched a number of product lines in the market, via con-
tracted distributors. The aim is to develop new product lines each year and to 
expand existing innovation platforms in order to meet the increased demand for 
user safety. Healthcare personnel all over the world are significantly exposed to 
the transmission of infectious diseases. There is a great need for safety measures, 
and physicians support the launch of additional safety products.

Business area - Injection
Today, Vigmed exclusively provides semi-automatic solutions within the 
injection market that are a significant improvement compared to the current 
manual safety solutions. The results of using Vigmed's products ensure a high-
er compliance level and therefore a lower risk of needlestick injuries. 

The Vigmed® SWiNG product line was launched in 2014 and is the first 
protective cover for needles that, when activated, automatically prevents the 
47 per cent of needlestick injuries that, according to the American Nurses 
Association1, occur during injection or before the needle's manual protection 
mechanism has been activated (see the graph on the left.). Vigmed assesses 
this to be a key competitive advantage for the company.

VIGMED'S 
PRODUCTS

1 American Nurses Association and Inviro Medical Science, 2008 Study of Nurses’ Views on Workplace Safety 
and Needlestick Injuries.

When needlestick injuries occur

While giving an injection
Before activating the safety feature
During disposal
After sharp was left on surface by co-worker

Due to a co-worker’s actions 
Other
While activating the safety feature

28%

19%
19%

10%

9%

9%
6%

Vigmed® SWiNG

SWiNG is the first protection mechanism for hypodermic needles 

that, when activated, automatically prevents needlestick injuries 

both during and after injection. 

SWiNG Universal, with or without needle, can be introduced be-

tween a syringe of standard size and a hypodermic needle, which 

gives a safer protective function.

SWiNG Clic-On is a non-sterile product that protects all standard 

needles with luer slip syringes without added dead space, i.e. with 

no waste of the medicine being injected.



1111
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VIGMED'S 
PRODUCTS

Vigmed® CLiP® Ported

The CLiP® products are developed with users and patients in mind, 

to offer excellent insertion characteristics. The safety mechanism 

is automatic (called a passive protection mechanism) so that no 

further measures are required of the user during insertion.

Business area - Infusion
There are four different product types in the market for which the wings, the 
extra injection port and the integrated infusion tube are the distinguishing 
features. The wings help to fix the product to the patient. The extra injection 
port also allows for a needle-free bolus injection via an extra port, which in 
itself ensures rapid and easy access to the bloodstream in acute cases. The inte-
grated infusion tube gives a more closed system to which ports and three-way 
taps can be connected. 

Vigmed solely offers fully automatic safety products in order to achieve secure 
protection from needlestick injuries. In 2014 the company launched the 
CLiP® Ported, CLiP® Winged and CLiP® Neo product lines. 

CLiP® Neo is a safety product with an IV catheter that has a very small  
catheter diameter (24G and 26G) and automatic safety device, and the  
opportunity to use any grip. The products are also delivered with a "notched 
needle" that gives a much earlier blood signal when the vascular wall is pene-
trated, which is of very great benefit in the treatment of premature babies. 

To offer the highest possible quality, the products are manufactured on 
fully-automatic, high-tech assembly lines. Vigmed's unique safety solutions 
guarantee convenience and safety, ensuring that patient routines are not 
affected by the user being obliged to change practice in order to achieve better 
working and needle safety. The result is a product that, in principle, is just 
as user-friendly as the non-safety versions of PIVC (Peripheral Intravenous 
Cannula.) that nurses and physicians are already accustomed to using.

Vigmed's product advantages within this product group are:

• High quality in every detail of the product
• Fully-automatic assembly lines, giving uniform high quality
• A simple and cost-effective design in pure polymer
• A design that supports healthcare personnel's work.
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Vigmed® CLiP® Winged

The safety mechanism is automatic (called a passive protection 

mechanism) so that no active measures are required of the 

user during insertion. A precisely formed bump on the needle 

ensures that the safety mechanism is activated. 

Vigmed® CLiP® Neo

CLiP® Neo is a safety solution based on the same principles as 

CLiP® Ported and Winged, but adapted to the important neonatal 

and paediatric care requirements. CLiP Neo is a straight, winged 

IV catheter especially designed for small veins. It is available in 

very small sizes (24G and 26G) with automatic safety and allows 

any grip techniques.
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INNOVATION 

Vigmed has launched the CLiP® Ported, CLiP® Winged and CLiP® Neo 
infusion product lines and the SWiNG injection product line. As a natural 
element of further expansion within the company's primary function area 
and in order to cover both the venous and arterial sides of the cardiovascular 
system, in September 2015 Vigmed intends to launch a unique, protected 
arterial catheter – SWiTCH.

All these products are founded on two innovation platforms that are based 
on the patent-protected Vigclip® or "elbow-lock" patent. The innovation 
platforms are the basis for the development of an additional number of safety 
solutions intended to upgrade non-protected products to protected products. 
A third innovation platform is being established. This platform relates to both 
the injection and infusion markets. 

Launch in 2014 Launch in 2015 Ongoing development

1. Vigclip® CLiP® Ported SWiTCH (Arterial) CLiP® US

CLiP® Winged CLiP® CN

CLiP® Neo
CLiP®  
Next Generation

2. Elbow-lock SWiNG Universal Insulin needles 

SWiNG Clic-On Butterfly

Blood collection

3. Third platform Infusion & Injection

4. Other & External Obturator / Mandarin IV catheter dressing 

Besides the team's strong research and development competence, 

since the autumn of 2013 the company has had its own laboratory 

with two full-time employees. The laboratory is involved in devel-

opment work and also performs the tests required to ensure that 

the products which are released fulfil the high requirements made 

by Vigmed, the market and regulatory provisions.

Patents, rights and certifications 
So far, nationally and internationally, Vigmed has submitted more than 
80 patent applications, distributed over more than 15 patent families. 
The company owns all of its patents and patent applications without any 
limitations. The first patent application was submitted in late summer 2009, 
in conjunction with the establishment of the company. Despite the young 
age of the patent portfolio, a number of patents have already been granted 
to Vigmed. The patents and patent applications all have priority dates in 
the period 2009-2015, so that the term of validity for the patents already 
granted and the coming patents is close to the maximum. To date, 17 patents 
have been approved and additional approvals are expected during the year. 
In addition, the company has a few utility models approved in China for the 
CLiP® and SWiNG product types. 

The strategy is to protect Vigmed's technology and products in all 
geographical markets deemed to be important. Vigmed intends to 
continuously increase its patent portfolio, with both offensive and defensive 
patent and utility model rights. Offensive patent and utility model rights 
reflect Vigmed's own products, while defensive patent and utility model 
rights do not reflect Vigmed’s own products. Besides patented products and 
technologies, Vigmed uses its own know-how that is not patent-protected. 
Vigmed seeks to protect such information, including via secrecy agreements 
with employees, consultants and partners.
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The following patents were granted in 2014:

• Vigclip® in the USA 
• Vigclip® in Australia 
• A Swedish patent on a needle safety system for IV catheters with  

closed system.  
The company's patent portfolio now includes enough to support seven addi-
tional development projects and several product line extensions, on top of the 
launched CLiP® and SWiNG lines.

During the past year Vigmed has been building up solid quality management 
structures and processes. In 2014 the company has received the important 
certificates ISO 13485:2012 and ISO 9001:2008 which cover the 
development and manufacturing of solutions to prevent needlestick injuries.

The company also received CE marking for the SWiNG product line in 
November 2014. Vigmed also intends to apply for its own CE marking for 
the CLiP® lines.

Vigmed designs and develops its patented solutions with the help 

of a competent and motivated team that together commands years 

of experience from the medical technology industry.
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The cardiovascular system
The cardiovascular system consists of the heart and blood vessels via the  
arteries and veins. Its primary function is to transport blood around the body. 
Via the arteries, oxygen and nutrients are transported to – and carbon dioxide 
and waste materials from – all the tissues in the body.

The vascular system consists of two cycles, the systemic circuit and the pulmo-
nary circuit. Venous blood is led via the pulmonary circuit from the heart to 
the lungs to take up oxygen and emit carbon dioxide. This oxygenated blood 
is then circulated back to the heart to be pumped to the main systemic circuit 
and reaches the body's tissues, These circuits contain some 4.5 to 5.5 litres of 
blood for an adult, most of which is plasma (fluid), followed by the red blood 
cells, white blood cells and platelets.

Access to the cardiovascular system is required for treating a wide range of 
diseases. Accessing the body via the venous (or arterial) system is a rapid and 
efficient way to give large volumes of fluid and/or drugs, i.e. infusion and 
injection. Venal and arterial access also enables blood samples to be taken and 
blood pressure to be tested.

The devices used for accessing the vessels of the cardiovascular system include 
peripheral or central intravenous catheters and arterial catheters of varying 
configurations. All types of catheter require a needle that penetrates the skin 
and blood stream. The needle can be removed after the catheter has been in-
serted. The catheter is made of soft and flexible plastic, remaining in the blood 
vessel for a long time, and can be connected to external equipment such as an 
infusion line or a syringe.

For taking single blood samples two different types of needles are generally 
used: sampling needles connected to a vacuum tube or “butterfly needles” 
(often used in more complex situations).

Hypodermic needles are another type of device for injecting drugs, vaccines, etc. 
The injection can be given either intramuscularly (in the muscle), subcutane-
ously (directly under the skin) or intra-cutaneously (between the layers of skin). 
The fluid diffuses and is absorbed by the blood vessels over a longer period.

Spread of infection via needlestick injuries
The infectious spread of different forms of diseases is a very serious problem in 
society. On a daily basis we are reminded by the media not just about the con-
sequences in the form of epidemics such as the ebola virus, but also about the 
risks to health care staff who handle such patients. Accidental needle sticks 
from syringes and other needle products that have been used by patients risk 
transferring a serious infection from patient to health care personnel.

Needlestick injuries are a serious and widespread work environment problem 
in health care and health care staff are daily exposed to the risk of being 
infected by one of around 30 serious blood-borne diseases1 which can 
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be spread via an accidental needlestick. Around two million 
needlestick injuries are reported in Europe and the USA each 
year. In addition an additional million needlestick injuries are 
estimated never to be reported. 2, 3 

The diseases that have been in focus the most are HIV, hepatitis 
B and hepatitis C. The risk of being infected with HIV if you 
stick yourself with a contaminated needle is, according to several 
independent sources, around 0.3-0.5 percent.4 For hepatitis B the 
risk of infection is, according to the same sources around 20–33 
percent and for hepatitis C around 3–5 percent.5 The seriousness 
of the problem is illustrated by the fact that WHO6 estimates 
that there are 1.3 million deaths every year where people die from 
diseases after being infected by an accidental needle stick. 

In addition to the purely health-related risks, there is also 
significant psychological suffering among needlestick patients 
and the fact that health care incurs major unnecessary costs in 
the form of analyses, investigations and sick leave. Every reported 
needlestick injury is estimated to cost the health care industry 
around EUR 53 - 3,618 depending on the nature of the injury. 7, 8, 9

Legislation
In the US there is a law (Needlestick Safety and Prevention Act, 
NSPA)10 which means that all products with needles must be 
equipped with a protective cover to reduce the risk of infection spread 
via accidental needle sticks. In May 2013 the EU issued a directive 
to member states to immediately introduce regulations requiring 
needles with safety mechanisms to be used in health care. In an effort 
to prevent the spread of infection, all countries in the EU have now 
implemented mandatory requirements that sharp objects used in 
health and medical care and related activities must be fitted with an 
integrated safety mechanism that prevents stick and cut injuries. 

In order to prevent the spread of infection all EU states will have 
to introduce mandatory requirements that sharp objects shall 
be fitted with an integrated safety mechanism that prevents 
stick and cut wounds when used in health and medical care 
and related activities. The majority of European countries have 
today implemented the directive by introducing various forms of 
national legislation.

1 U.S. Department of Labor, OSHA, Federal Register (66: 5324-5325), Occupational Exposure to Bloodborne Pathogens, 01/18/2001.
2 Himmelreich, H., et al., The Management of Needlestick Injuries. Dtsch Arztebl International, 2013. 110(5): p. 61-7.
3 Sullivan, S., et al., Blunt Needles for the Reduction of Needlestick Injuries During Cesarean Delivery: A Randomized Controlled Trial. Obstetrics & Gynecology, 2009. 114(2): p. 211-6.
4 Cardo M., Culver D.H., Ciesielski C.A., et al (1997). A case-control study of HIV seroconversion in health care workers after percutaneous exposure. N Eng J Med 1997;337: 1485-1490.
5 Health Protection Agency (2008). Eye of needle: United Kingdom surveillance of significant occupational exposures to bloodborne viruses in health care workers, London: HPA.
6 M.A Milles & E. Pisani, The cost of unsafe injections, Bulletin of the World Health Organization, Vol. 77, no. 10, 808-811.
  The Risks and Relevance to Plastic Surgeons. Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, 2013. 131(4): p. 784-791.
8 Glenngård, A. and U. Persson, Costs associated with sharps injuries in the Swedish health care setting and potential cost savings from needle-stick prevention devices with needle and syringe. 

Scandinavian Journal of Infectious Diseases, 2009. 41(4): p. 296-302.
9 Oh, H.S., et al., Costs of postexposure management of occupational sharps injuries in health care workers in the Republic of Korea. American journal of infection control, 2013. 41(1): p. 61-65.
10 Federal Needle Stick Safety and Prevention Act (Public Law 106-430, 106th Congress) of November 6, 2000.
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Costs to society
When attempting to estimate the total cost of needlestick injuries numerous 
cost components must be considered; these over and above the psychological 
suffering and related costs. If a needlestick injury is reported, direct costs to 
the insurer or the healthcare facility usually include a series of blood tests and 
possibly a range of medications, depending on protocols followed. There are 
follow-up blood tests required at various time intervals to monitor whether 
the victim of needlestick injury seroconverts and thereby becomes infected. 
Should this happen, the direct costs of the ongoing treatment of the patient 
escalate dramatically. It is difficult to estimate how large these costs are as 
there is no systematic follow-up. Studies that have been performed indicate 
that they may be in the region of many millions of euro. The actual financial 
burden of needlestick injuries also varies between countries as there are 
numerous regulations that need to be followed in the event of an injury and 
these regulations vary from one country to the next. One survey from 2010, 
for example, estimates that the annual cost in the US may be as high as EUR 
440 million.12 The different ways of reporting costs between countries also 
have an effect. Surveys also show that every individual injury can cost the 
caregiver, and in the long run society, up to EUR 3,600.13 The indirect costs 
can be even higher and the costs of a needlestick injury are noticeable for 
both the individual and society. Unsafe injection routines lead to productivity 
losses through absenteeism, work days lost, treatment of infections, insurance 
costs and care for the patient. 

The market for needle products
Vigmed estimates that the total market for safety products that Vigmed has 
launched in 2014 and expects to launch in 2015 totals around EUR 1,000 
million. In addition, Vigmed estimates that the total market that it targets, 
including products under development, including the areas of blood tests and 
blood collecting, at close to EUR 3,000 million. 14

The market for needle products can be divided into three main areas: 
injection, infusion and products for blood tests or sample collecting, 
Volume-wise, the most widely used needle-equipped product is the regular 
hypodermic syringe. According to market surveys more than 30 billion 
injections are administered globally per year. In addition to injection 
needles, large quantities of infusion sets that are primarily used in hospitals 
to administer infusions and drips are also used. The third signficant volume 
segment is products for blood tests and blood collecting

11 Saia, M. et al, Needlestick Injuries: Incidence and Cost in the US, UK, Germany, France, Italy and Spain. Biomedicine International (2010) 1:41-49.
12 Saia, M. et al, Needlestick Injuries: Incidence and Cost in the US, UK, Germany, France, Italy and Spain. Biomedicine International (2010) 1:41-49.
13 Waljee, J.F., S. Maley, and K.C. Chung, Sharps Injuries: The Risk and Relevance to Plastic Surgeons. Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, 2013. 131 (4): p. 784-791.
14 The estimate is based on the fact that Vigmed in 2014/2015 will only be selling certain product categories in certain markets, e.g. PIVC and protected hypodermic syringes in Europe.
15 Multiclient market study, Disposable Syringe Markets (March 2012), TriMark Publications. 

Estimated market size for 

products that were launched by 

Vigmed 2014 and are expected 

to be launched in 2015.

Estimated market size for 

products that are expected 

to be launched in 2016 and 

thereafter.

EUR 1,000 million EUR 3,000 million
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The global market for safety products within the infusion 
and injection business areas alone is estimated at EUR 2,600 
million. 16 17 The expected growth rate in coming years in the 
infusion and injection business areas is 7–10 percent on an annual 
basis. 18 In markets such as South America, Middle East, India 
and particularly China, the growth rate will be much higher In 
China alone, according to a survey by Business Research Ltd. 
there are more than 100 million infusion cannula and 8–9 billion 
procedures per year and the annual market growth is estimated 
at around 20 percent. It should also be noted that the leading 
competitors believe that the market for safety products is growing 
at two-figure percentage rates all over the world, which can 
therefore be seen as the real growth rate for the range of products 
that Vigmed provides.

In Europe until now, the medical care sector has mainly used 
non-safety products. With the new directive, the picture has 
changed drastically and the proportion of safety products will, in 
the space of a few years, increase from today's relatively marginal 
use of safety needle products to close to 100 percent. The market 
is changing as health care is being pressed into reducing its costs 
while quality and safety requirements are on the increase. Rapidly 
growing demand and increased quality requirements in Asia are 
also precipitating an accelerating market growth. In its wake, new 
Asian competitors with export ambitions have started up. Until 
today, however, the lower quality that the Asian manufacturers 
have provided have prevented them from taking any significant 
market shares in Western Europe

The injection business area 
There are several suitable products for injections.  
The most common are:

• Hypodermic needles and syringes, which constitute a generic 
high-volume market and allow the user to combine any 
standard product.

• Pre-filled syringes with or without pre-attached needles; this is 
an emerging higher price/value segment.

The majority of products in the market are made up of products 
that have no needlestick protection. Products with manual 
needlestick protection account for a smaller share of the market. 
There are no automated solutions at reasonable costs currently 
available for these segments, resulting in a higher risk of 
needlestick injuries and the consequential risk of infection. 

The global market for safety injections is currently estimated to be 
EUR 1,600 million.21 Products with needle safety protection are 
mainly in demand in the US, where a safety law has been in place 
since 2000. The expected global growth rate in the next few years 
will be eight procent 22 on an annual basis, primarily being driven 
by countries in the EU where the new EU directive will mean that 
in just a few years the market will be transformed from non-safety 
products to products with a protective needle cover. The growth 
of products with needle safety protection can be expected to 
spread far outside the US and the EU with a global market of 30 
billion procedures per year Global growth will of course be tightly 
linked to individual states introducing national legislation aimed 
at protecting healthcare workers, but also to an increasing degree 
to health care personnel's increased awareness and demands for a 
safe work environment.

16TechNavio: Global PIVC Market 2014-2018, p.13.
17 TechNavio: Global Hypodermic Needles Market 2013-2018, p.10.
18 TechNavio:  Global Hypodermic Needles Market 2013-2018 and TechNavio: Global PIVC Market 2014-2018.
19 Market survey in China (2011) performed by Business Research Ltd. (Beijing) on behalf of Vigmed AB.
20 AnnualReports 2011 from B Braun and Becton Dickinson.
21 TechNavio: Global Hypodermic Needles Market 2013-2018, p.10.
22 TechNavio: Global Hypodermic Needles Market 2013-2018.
23 Multiclient market study, Disposable Syringe Markets (March 2012), TriMark Publications.
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The infusion business area
There are four different product types in the market, where wings, 
the extra injection port, and the integrated infusion tube are the 
distinguishing features. The wings help attach the product to the 
patient. The extra injection portal also enables a needle-free bolus 
injection via an extra port. which in itself secures a quick and 
comfortable access to the blood stream in emergency situations. 
The integrated infusion tube gives a more closed system to which 
ports and three-way taps can be connected. 

Today these product types are supplied to the market with or 
without needle protection. The needle protection is normally 
automatic or “passive” solution (i.e. not requiring any additional 
activation from the users).

The value of the global market for safety PIVC is estimated at 
EUR 1,000 million and is influenced by the extent to which 
legislation has been implemented. Therefore, this market is 

primarily a US and European phenomenon. Market growth 
is driven by the introduction of safety products as a superior 
alternative to non-safety products. In the US, 95 percent of 
products are already needle-protected while the figure is 60 
percent in Western Europe and only 15 percent in Eastern Europe, 
where the growth potential is considerable. Vigmed estimates the 
average market growth to be from 7 to 10 percent year-on-year for 
the coming 5-year period.

25 iData Research, US Market for Vascular Access 2014.
26 iData Research, European Market for Vascular Access 2014.
27 Estimate by Vigmed. 

Source: iData Research: European Market Access for Vascular Access Devices 2014 and Vigmed's own extrapolation. 
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28 Interviews with health care personnel and purchasers at Swedish and Danish hospitals 2012, Vigmed AB.

Sources: Becton Dickinson Form 10-K 2013, p. 5 & Becton Dickinson  
Annual Report 2013, p. 2.

 Smiths Annual Report 2013, p. 2.
 B. Braun Annual Report 2013, p. 52 & p. 72.
 iData Research, European Markets for Vascular Access Devices 2014. 
 iData Research, US Market for Vascular Access Devices and Accessories 2014.

Source: iData Research, European Markets  
for Vascular Access Devices 2014

*PIVC: Peripheral Intravenous Cannula.
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Market participants 
Today the market is dominated by a limited number of large 
medical technology companies such as Becton Dickinson 
(USA), B Braun (Germany) and Smiths Medical (UK/USA) 
and the relatively smaller company Vygon (France). They have 
all developed needle safety products to replace the traditional 
needle products, but the solutions they have developed until now 
have, in Vigmed's view, in many cases been relatively complicated, 
have not lived up to customer requirements and/or are expensive, 
which is not popular with health care.

It might appear a challenge for a small business like Vigmed to 
compete with large multinational companies with sales in the 
billions and a global presence. But it is important to remember 
the fact that Vigmed has a total focus on needle products, which 
is not the case at many of the company's large competitors. These 
large groups operate in a large number of business areas of shifting 
nature and only a small portion of their operations cover products 

that compete with Vigmed, who thereby has the potential to be 
faster, more sensitive to the market's needs and more focused in 
our product development and market preparation.

There are three central trends that are currently deemed to 
dominate the development of needle products; (1) the requirement 
on needle protection, (2) pressure on prices28 and (3) the need for 
solutions that do not change existing and ingrained routines.

In addition to the companies specified above, Vigmed has 
identified a number of smaller companies that import products 
to Europe, mainly to eastern Europe. In Vigmed's view these 
products are less competitive and of lower quality.

Sources: Becton Dickinson Form 10-K 2013, p. 5 & Becton Dickinson  
Annual Report 2013, p. 2.

 Smiths Annual Report 2013, p. 2.
 B. Braun Annual Report 2013, p. 52 & p. 72.
 iData Research, European Markets for Vascular Access Devices 2014. 
 iData Research, US Market for Vascular Access Devices and Accessories 2014.

Source: iData Research, European Markets  
for Vascular Access Devices 2014

*PIVC: Peripheral Intravenous Cannula.
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One crucial success factor for any company is, of course, its sales 
organisation. It is by having an efficient and well-established sales 
organisation that you sell your products. But it is also a channel 
for many of the signals that are fed back to the company from 
users and the market.

The challenge for every new start-up company working in the 
health care sector is the fact that each country has its own local 
rules and routines regarding the procurement of products. 
Normally, procurement takes place through a tendering procedure 
where factors such as quality, function, delivery reliability, and 
price are taken into consideration. Preparing a large number of 
markets requires local sales organisations to have a certain critical 
mass to cover their market.  
For a start-up company, building up a sales organisation is a 
cornerstone, it takes both time and costs a lot of money. The 
most common alternative available is to work through agents 
and distributors in various forms. There are a number of obvious 
disadvantages. As a new small company you do not always get a 
lot of attention of your sales distributor and are also often forced 
to relinquish a large portion of the margin.

For Vigmed, factors that normally constitute a large obstacle 
can instead be turned into a significant advantage. The reason is 
that Vigmed's main competitors which are large multinational 
companies, work almost exclusively by preparing the markets 
directly via their own sales organisations, which only sell the 
company's own products. This has two consequences; (1) these 
large competitors can rarely offer a comprehensive range of 
products in each local market, nor do they have the same human 
resources as leading local distributors of medical technology 
products do, (2) local distributors always strive to offer their 
market a comprehensive range of products. Safety injection and 
infusion products are of crucial importance for each hospital 
purchaser and care provider. 

Vigmed is in a unique situation where leading local distributors 
are eager to represent Vigmed in their local markets. Interest from 
local distributors has been and remains considerable. This gives 
Vigmed good leverage for negotiations and the possibility of not 
only choosing the best distributors but also ensuring that they 
allocate resources for Vigmed's products and that Vigmed receives 
a just share of the margin.

Vigmed has chosen to allow the operational sales be handled 
by local distributors in each market. The company works 
exclusively with well-established companies each of whom has a 
strong position in their local market. As part of the partnership 
agreements that have been drawn up, Vigmed has secured direct 
access to the end-customers through each respective distributor's 
network of salespeople. The system is cost-efficient and flexible 
and gives Vigmed immediate acess to sales resources without 
needing to invest time and money. 

Vigmed's ambition is to identify and establish close cooperations 
with the strongest independent distributors in each market. 

Vigmed has reached its goal for 2014 of securing distributors for 
most of its priority markets in Europe. Additional distribution 
agreements are expected to be signed in 2015, after which all key 
markets in western Europe will be covered for sales of Vigmed's 
patented safety products. 
 

DISTRIBUTION
AND 
PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE
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Contracted distributors:

• CODAN – Sweden

• CODAN – Denmark 

• CODAN – Norway

• CODAN – France

• CODAN – Austria

• Vygon – Germany

• Werfen Group/ Izasa Hospital – Spain

• Werfen Group/ Medicinália Cormédica  

 – Portugal

• Mediq – Switzerland

• Mavrogenis – Greece

• Medival / Nannini / Medi.Ca – Italy

• Icepharma – Iceland

• Device Technologies Ltd – Australia,  

 New Zealand

All disitributors now have access to Vigmed's 

products and are in the process of launching 

them in the market and including them in 

public tender procedures. The marketing de-

partment at Vigmed is in regular contact with 

the contracted distributors in order to meet 

their need for information and sales support. 

The online systems have been built up and 

close relationships with senior sales people 

facilitate an active dialogue with full focus on 

customer support.
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PRODUCTION
AND 
SUPPLY CHAIN

Vigmed designs its own products and also collaborates actively with its 
producing partners when developing automation and process solutions for 
the production stage. The manufacturing of production tools and certain 
key components is conducted in Sweden in order to secure full control 
over the technology. A limited number of selected contract manufacturers 
in Sweden and India are used for injection moulding and assembly. These 
partners have clearly shown their intentions by investing independently 
in fully-automated production lines which are dedicated to Vigmed's 
products. The production lines are fully designed in accordance with 
Vigmed's specifications and in close collaboration with Vigmed's process 
engineers who have actively contributed to the design, installation and 
commissioning of the production plants. 

All production partnerships that have been established until now are with 
reputable and competent producers. 

• Hindustan Syringes & Medical Devices Ltd (”HMD”) for CLiP® lines 
in intravenous infusion (Delhi, India). HMD is an experienced manufac-
turer of cannula, syringes and scalpels that has provided the global market 
with its own products and as contract manufacturer since 1957. Vigmed's 
products are produced in HMD's newly-built high-tech plant in Faridabad 
in Delhi, India.

• AB Euroform for the SWiNG line in injection (Motala, Sweden). Euro-
form, is a reputable, knowledgeable and high-tech producer of polymer 
products in modern, focused and efficient Swedish manufacturing industry.

• AMB Industri AB for SWiTCH line for arterial infusion (Broakulla/Em-
maboda, Sweden). AMB is a sub-supplier with highly-refined plastic com-
ponents as a speciality. The company has its own departments for injection 
moulding, lacquering and assembly, both inside and outside clean rooms.

In order to protect Vigmed's patented technology the production of key 
components to Vigclip® has been outsourced to a local manufacturer in 
Sweden who is bound by confidentiality.

Identifying and evaluating potential manufacturers for future product 
lines is a perpetual process. Insofar as it is possible, Vigmed will strive to 
increase its collaboration with existing manufacturers. Partnerships with 
keen-to-invest contract manufacturers reduces Vigmed's capital needs as 
the company does not invest in production plants and not very much in 
production equipment either. 

Vigmed's Danish partner, MBH International A/S has until now handled the 
whole logistics chain (including administration) from the factories in Asia 
and Sweden via distributors out to the end-customer. MBH International A/S 
also handles customer invoicing and daily customer service and all quality 
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certificates and permit issues within the framework of a temporary agreement. 
The cooperation benefited Vigmed in that the company did not need to  
tie-up any capital in customer receivables and stock.

Vigmed is now preparing to establish its own logistics chain, which is why 
the collaboration with MBH International A/S is being phased out. In 
January 2015, the company appointed a Director for Supply Chain who 
is responsible for procurement, capacity planning, logistics and stock. The 
company is in a situtation where it is taking over all the stock and logistics 
management and also the CE marking management and other certifications 
from MBH in Denmark.

In the long-term these changes will strengthen the company's operating 
earnings and help guarantee full focus on the logistics optimisation of 
Vigmed's products across the whole value chain.
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FOCUS ON  
GROWTH 

Vigmed's expressed strategy is to focus on countries that have introduced 
legislation on safety needle products in order to prevent health care staff 
and patients being infected. Today this is the case in all EU member states 
and the USA. 

Both the build-up and operation in accordance with all the regulations 
and certifications required is a complicated undertaking for any business. 
It requires rigorous quality systems and the process is time-consuming and 
cost-intensive. For this reason the product launch rate that Vigmed is able to 
handle is, to a certain extent, steered by the build up of these systems. Vigmed 
is today certified according to ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 and can therefore 
sell products in all countries that require this certification. The company is 
also preparing for upcoming adaptations to certifications in the US market. 
Product registrations are under way in China and processes for future product 
launches have been initiated.

In a third future wave, Vigmed plans to launch in additional markets in Asia, 
the Gulf States and parts of South America. 

As a preparatory step in establishing itself in new markets, Vigmed is working 
actively to build up a brand position. 
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NEWS
NEWS

www.vigmed.com

The strategy is to proactively work with Internet-based and content-steered  
communication as a supplement to the marketing activities that are conducted 
via contracted distributors. In the company's view it is a cost-efficient method 
while reaching out with a cohesive message to the whole market. Particular 
importance is ascribed to reaching all the way to the end-users and allowing 
them to be a part of the development process of Vigmed's patented safety 
solutions.

It is important to note that Vigmed intends to launch further product lines 
and to introduce the company's products in additional markets such as China 
and several other countries. The financial contributions from additional 
product lines/families and geographical markets have not been included in 
the presented financial targets.

As part of Vigmed's striving to eliminate needlestick injuries the company intends to become 

an active driving force in global discussions regarding needlestick injuries and how to prevent 

them. By working actively with focus groups, networks, social media and other judiciously 

selected platforms, Vigmed intends to raise the discussion to higher levels and engage the right 

networks and spokespeople. 
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Parent Company
Vigmed Holding AB covers executive functions and governance, and the 
management and financing of its wholly owned subsidiary Vigmed AB. The 
operating loss for the year was SEK -2.3 million (-0.9 million).
The parent company extended a shareholders contribution to Vigmed AB of 
SEK 2.5 million, which is reported under the profit/loss from financial items. 

Group structure
In addition to the wholly owned subsidiary Vigmed AB, the group includes 
a company in Hong Kong (70% share of ownership) and two additional legal 
entities currently under registration in China and Taiwan. These legal entities 
are being established to enable local product registrations in China as well as 
facilitate a possible future local financing of the operations in Asia.

Share capital
The share issue in December 2014 led to an increase in the share capital of 
SEK 126,383 and an increase of 6,261,904 shares.

The share capital at the year end was was SEK 884,680.11 divided by 
43,833,332 shares. The company has only one class of share and all shares 
carry equal rights to a dividend. 

In March 2014, the Company issued 755,000 subscription rights to key 
personnel in Vigmed AB, with the right to subscribe for the same number 
of shares in Vigmed Holding AB at a share price of SEK 24 per share. The 
options were issued at market terms.

The options can be exercised during the period from January 15 to January 31, 
2017, and may increase the share capital by up to approximately SEK 15 339, 
corresponding to a maximum of 2% of the current share capital. The incentive 
program is not expected to incur any significant costs for the company.

Apart from the above mentioned there are no outstanding share options, 
convertible bonds or similar financial instruments that may be eligible to 
subscribe for new shares or otherwise affect the share capital.

Vigmed Holding AB was listed on the NASDAQ OMX First North. 
in Stockholm in February 2013.

Shareholders Shares Percent

Per Knutsson (incl. company) 6,314,985 14.4%

Bure Equity AB (publ) 6.314.985 8.6%

Ulf Mossberg 2,401,040 5.5%

Nomura Securities Co. Ltd. 2,100,000 4.8%

UBS AG Client Account 2,054,495 4.7%

Finn Ketler (incl. family and company) 2,000,024 4.6%

Rikard Roos 1,708,262 3.9%

Lennart Holm (incl. family and company) 1,669,302 3.8%

SI Technology Investments AB 1,546,069 3.5%

Cecilia Karlsson 1,515,935 3.5%

Other 18,762,175 42.8%

Total 43,833,332 100%

Public register of shareholders and information known to the 

company as of 31 December 2014.

STRUCTURE AND
SHAREHOLDERS 
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VIGMED ANNUAL REPORT 2014

MANAGEMENT 
REPORT

The Board and the CEO of Vigmed Holding AB (publ), Reg. No. 
556918-4632, hereby submit the parent company’s annual report 
and the consolidated account statement for 2014. The company is 
registered in Sweden and has its head office in Helsingborg.

1. Information about the company
Vigmed is a Swedish medical technology company founded in 2009 
whose mission is to reduce the risk of disease transmission to health-
care workers by eliminating needlestick injuries in health care. 
Needlestick injuries are a major problem for doctors, nurses and other 
healthcare professionals, who are at risk of contracting HIV, hepatitis 
or any other of the around 30 blood-borne diseases that can be trans-
mitted through accidental needle sticks from contaminated needles. 
Every year, in Europe alone, it is estimated that more than a million 
physicians, nurses and other healthcare personnel suffer needlestick 
injuries. 

The problem is so significant that the European Union, as of May 
2013, has implemented a directive that requires all public purchases 
of needles and syringes to be of products equipped with a safety 
mechanism to prevent needlestick injuries. The directive, followed up 
by national laws in each EU member state, has stipulated a limited 
period of time during which the market is required to transfer to the 
new types of safe products.

This directive and the subsequent transformation of the market 
form the grounds for Vigmed, with its unique and patented solutions, 
to base its establishment in the market. The Company’s proprietary 
products make efficient use of resources and are safe, easy to use and 
of high quality. 

Vigmed implements the concept of “Controlled Outsourcing”, 
which means that products are manufactured by contract manufactur-
ers in Sweden and India and sold via contracted distributors in 
selected countries.

Vigmed AB, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Vigmed Holding 
AB (VIG), has its head office in Helsingborg. 

1.1. Vigmed’s products and innovation platforms
Vigmed’s defined focus area is safe needle products for health care. 
Based on this platform there is a wealth of opportunities for develop-
ing solutions that meet the market needs for switching from non-
safety to safety products. This applies both within the two innovation 
platforms: injection and infusion, where the company has already 
launched products, and within Vigmed’s future application areas such 
as blood collecting, monitoring and dialysis

Vigmed has launched the product lines CLiP® Ported, CLiP® 
Winged and CLiP® Neo within infusion and the SWiNG product line 
within injection. As a natural element of further expansion within the 
company’s primary function area and in order to cover both the venous 
and arterial sides of the cardiovascular system, Vigmed is launching a 
unique, arterial safety catheter; SWiTCH in September 2015.

These products are based on two innovation platforms based on 
the Vigclip®- or ”elbow-lock”-patent. The innovation platforms are the 
basis for the development of an additional number of safety solutions 
intended to upgrade non-safety products to safety products. A third 
innovation platform is under construction. This platform relates to 
both the injection and infusion markets. 

1.2. Research and development 
The following patents were granted in 2014:

• Vigclip® USA
• Vigclip® Australia 
• A Swedish patent on a needle safety system for IV catheters 
 with closed systems.

The patent portfolio encompasses enough to support seven additional 
development projects and several product line extensions, on top of 
the launched CLiP® and SWiNG lines.

During the past year, the company has built up quality manage-
ment structures and processes. 

The company received ISO 13485:2012 and 9001:2008 certifi-
cates for both design and manufacturing of safety solutions to prevent 
needlestick injuries.

The company has obtained CE marking for the SWiNG products. 
Vigmed also intends to apply for their own CE marking of the CLiP 
lines.

The total amount of research and development costs that have 
been expensed is kSEK 12,612 (kSEK 8,129), of which kSEK 6,856 
(kSEK 3,978) has been capitalised.

1.3. Manufacturing
The contract manufacturing of the CLiP® lines lies with Hindustan 
Syringes & Medical Devices Ltd. (HMD) in India and the production of 
the SWiNG line is with the Swedish company AB Euroform.

The company has signed yet another Swedish and third contract 
manufacturing agreement with AMB Industri AB for the manufacturing 
of the new safety solution - arterial catheter SWiTCH - which is cur-
rently in the validation phase, to be launched in September 2015.

1.4. Distribution
Vigmed has reached its goal for 2014 of securing distributors for most 
of its priority markets in Europe. Additional distribution agreements 
are expected to be signed in 2015, after which all key markets in 
Western Europe will be covered for sales of Vigmed’s patented safety 
products.

Contracted distributors
• CODAN – Sweden 
• CODAN – Denmark  
• CODAN – Norway 
• CODAN – France 
• CODAN – Austria 
• Vygon – Germany 
• Werfen Group/ Izasa Hospital – Spain 
• Werfen Group/ Medicinália Cormédica – Portugal 
• Mediq – Switzerland 
• Mavrogenis – Greece 
• Medival / Nannini / Medi.Ca – Italy 
• Icepharma – Iceland 
• Device Technologies Ltd – Australia, New Zealand
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2. Operations during the financial year
During the financial period under review Vigmed has gone from being 
a relatively small innovation company to a full-scale development, 
sales and production company. The commercialisation of the compa-
ny’s patented safety products has been initiated and most key markets 
in Europe are covered by distribution agreements. An agreement for 
distributing Vigmed’s products has also been signed in Australia and 
New Zealand. 

The CLiP products were launched in several countries and at the 
end of 2014, the company received CE marking for the SWiNG prod-
ucts which could thereby be launched in the market in January 2015. 

The organisation has been strengthened by five employees and  
the capital has been increased by a preferential rights issue which 
contributed SEK 52.1 million. Vigmed is now ready to enter the next 
phase of the commercialisation. 

2.1. Net sales and result
Vigmed has launched the CLiP® Ported, CLiP® Winged and CLiP® Neo. 
Sales for the year totalled kSEK 1,124. Sales were made to customers 
in Greece, Sweden, Spain, Portugal, Denmark and Norway. 

For the past year revenues of SEK 5 to 10 million were antici-
pated, which Vigmed was unable to reach. The sales, which were pri-
marily expected to occur in the closing months of the year were nega-
tively affected by a drawn-out process for obtaining CE marking for the 
SWiNG products. This process has now been completed but too late in 
the year for the company to reach the forecasted sales figures. Signed 
distribution agreements for markets in Europe have proceeded accord-
ing to plan even though the time plan has been slightly delayed, 
thereby also affecting sales.

The costs for 2014 were in line with the company’s budget.
Raw materials and consumables of 2014 cover costs for pur-

chases of goods and freight from contract manufacturers to stock, and 
also the leasing of a temporary packing machine for the SWiNG prod-
ucts. The freight costs and machinery leasing was high in relation to 
sales, due to the modest sales and procurements during the build-up 
phase. 

The marketing and sales organisation grew during 2014, and con-
sists today of four employees. As a result of this, costs have increased 
gradually as the level of activity in sales and marketing have risen sig-
nificantly. Administration expenses have also risen gradually from 
2013 to 2014, as Vigmed built the administrative organisation, 
systems and processes in quality, finance and IT. 

In 2013 research, development and patents constituted the main 
expenses. As development projects have evolved from the early 
research stage to prototyping, material selection, development of pro-
duction system and finally market launch, the development costs in 
this area have followed suit. During 2013, substantial costs were 
taken for test materials, and fine-tuning during the setup of the pro-
duction system. When the projects, through the decision of the board, 
are defined to go from the research to development stage, internal 
development hours are recognized as intangible assets and no longer 
expensed. 

In 2014 the company expensed SEK 6.5 million for a one-off 
undertaking to logistics partners MBH International A/S for access to 
MBH’s quality system and CE marking during the start-up phase. The 
cost is reported as other external expenses.

2.2. Financing and equity
The preferential rights issue in December 2014 contributed SEK 52.1 
million (after deduction of issuance costs totalling SEK 4.2 million) 
which led to an increase in the share capital by SEK 126,383 and an 
increase in other contributed capital of SEK 51,988,667. The group’s 
cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period totalled SEK 63.5 
million (SEK 41.8 million) and the equity of SEK 73.8 million (SEK 
53.4 million). The company has issued subscription rights to employ-
ees whereupon SEK 0.5 million was contributed to the company’s 
equity, see item 2.5.

The financial lease liability of SEK 7.4 million at the end of the 
period is interest-bearing. There were no other interest-bearing liabili-
ties in the company.

2.3. Cash flow
Cash flow from the current operations during the year totalled SEK 
-20.9 million (SEK -23.3 million).

Cash flow from investment activities in 2014 was SEK -10.1 
million (SEK -12.3 million), see details in notes 13 and 14.

Cash flow from financing activities refers to the preferential rights 
issue of SEK 52.1 million (after deduction of issue expenses of SEK 
4.2 million), and SEK 0.5 in paid proceeds from the subscription 
options programme.

2.4. Investments
Investments for the year were in line with the budget for 2014. 

Investments in plant and machinery includes both direct invest-
ments in production equipment as well as equipment for the manufac-
turing of the SWiNG product line, which is leased via contract manu-
facturer AB Euroform. Of the total investments in plants and 
machinery of SEK 9.8 million, financial leasing constitutes SEK 7.4 
million. The year’s investments in equipment, fixtures and fittings 
consist mainly of equipment for the laboratory. 

Investments in product development include capitalised internal 
costs and external product development of projects that are in the 
development phase. Expenses for progress of development projects in 
the research phase are expensed directly.

Investments for the year in patents consist mainly of expenses for 
the internationalisation of the Vigclip® patent. Purchases for the year 
of software refers to software for the development work and licences 
as well as adaptations to the business system Dynamics NAV.

Depreciation of the product development and patent for the 
product lines CLiP Ported, CLiP Winged, CLiP Neo and SWiNG were 
initiated during the year and totalled SEK 0.6 million. Depreciation of 
plants and machinery that are used in manufacturing is based on 
manufactured volumes and totalled SEK 0.3 million in 2014.

2.5. Employees and incentive programmes
On December 31 the total number of employees was 17 (13), of 
which one was employed by the parent company. In 2014 Vigmed 
employed an additional five employees within R&D, marketing and 
communications.

Compared to the same period previous year, the workforce has 
grown in all areas, which reflects the high level of activity in the 
company. 

Vigmed consists today of a competent, experienced and motivated 
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team of people that can guarantee focus, hard work, high-set ambi-
tions and a firm determination to continue to build a profitable  
international, medical technology company. 

In March 2014, the company issued 755,000 subscription 
rights to key personnel in Vigmed AB, with the right to subscribe for 
the same number of shares in Vigmed Holding AB at a share price  
of SEK 24 per share. The subscription rights were issued at market 
terms.

The share options can be exercised during the period from 
January 15 to January 31, 2017, and may increase the share capital 
by up to approximately SEK 15,339, corresponding to a maximum of 
2% of the current share capital. After deductions for expenses SEK 
0.5 million has been contributed to equity. The incentive programme 
is not expected to incur any significant costs for the company.

Guidelines for remuneration to senior management executives
The board of directors will propose that the annual general meeting of 
2015 decides on the following guidelines for remuneration to senior 
management employees. The guidelines reflect Vigmed’s need for 
being able to recruit and motivate qualified employees by providing 
remuneration which is competitive. The group management consists 
of the CEO and the senior executives which represent the leading 
functions that report directly to the CEO. The guidelines for the remu-
neration and other employment terms for Vigmed’s senior executives 
are based on existing agreements between Vigmed and its leading 
executives and entail:

 
• that Vigmed shall strive to offer its senior executives market 
 remuneration, 
• that the criteria shall be based on the duties’ importance,  
 required expertise, experience and performance and
• that the remuneration consists of a fixed base salary, variable 
 compensation and other fringe benefits

The ratio between base salary and variable compensation shall be in 
proportion to the executive’s responsibilities and powers. The variable 
compensation is wholly performance-based and is based partially on 
the consolidated results and partly on individual, qualitative parame-
ters. The variable compensation can be a maximum of 30% of the 
fixed basic salary for the CEO and 25% for other senior executives. 
Issues regarding the remuneration to the CEO are decided by the 
board of directors. For information about current remunerations to 
senior executives, please see note 8.

3. Group structure and parent company
Vigmed Holding AB covers executive functions and governance, as 
well as management and financing of its wholly owned subsidiary 
Vigmed AB. The operating loss for the year was SEK -2.3 million (-0.9 
million). The parent company extended a shareholders’ contribution to 
Vigmed AB of SEK 2.5 million, which is reported under the profit/loss 
from financial items.

In addition to the wholly owned subsidiary Vigmed AB, the group 
includes a company in Hong Kong (70% share of ownership) and two 
additional legal entities currently under registration in China and  
Taiwan. 

These legal entities are being established to enable local product 
registrations in China as well as facilitate a possible future local 
financing of the operations in Asia.

The company registrations are expected to be completed in 2015.

4. The Vigmed share
Preferential rights issue in December 2014 led to an increase in the 
share capital of SEK 126,383 and an increase of 6,261,904 shares.

The share capital at the year-end was SEK 884,680.11 divided by 
43,833,332 shares. The company has only one class of share and all 
shares carry equal rights to a dividend. 

Shares in Vigmed Holding AB were listed on the NASDAQ/OMX First 
North in Stockholm in February 2013,

5. Risk factors
The risk and uncertainty factors listed below can have a significantly 
negative impact on Vigmed’s operations, financial position and/or 
profit. They can also precipitate a decline in the value of Vigmed’s 
shares, which could lead to Vigmed’s shareholders losing all or part of 
their invested capital. There are no other risks currently known to 
Vigmed or are currently deemed to be negligible, that could also have 
a corresponding negative effect.

5.1. Industry and operational risks

Impact of the economic climate
Vigmed’s future sales will, to a certain extent, depend on the general 
economic climate. An economic downturn in markets that the 
company operates in could reduce demand for the company’s prod-
ucts, which would have a negative impact on the company’s operation, 
profit and financial position. This risk is limited both by the fact that 
the company operates in several geographic markets and that 
Vigmed’s customers are largely financed by the government funding. 

Competition and market risks
A number of established multinational companies operate in the 
needle products market. There is a risk that additional companies will 
join them, leading to increased competition. Vigmed is also a new par-
ticipant with a new brand and new products in the market. There is a 
risk that customers would rather choose an established and well-
known supplier with a long history. On the other hand the company’s 
employees have considerable experience of the industry and Vigmed is 
also reputed to have a good insight into both the customer’ and 
end-users’ needs and good familiarity with the competitors’ abilities. 

Even though Vigmed’s employees have broad experience of this 
specific industry, Vigmed does not always have direct access to the 
end-users in all relevant countries for a launch. Vigmed is therefore 
reliant on good and well-established partnerships with distributors in 
all markets. There is however a risk that the necessary market famili-
arity is lacking when developing market-customised product variants 
or in regulatory respects.
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Share capital trend as of 31 December 2014

Measure
Change in share 

capital (SEK)
Cumulative share 

capital (SEK)
Change  

(no. of shares)
Accumulated 

number of shares
Quota value

Company formation 50,000 50,000 2,475,000 2,475,000 0.02

Non-cash issue 636,868.69 686,868.69 +31,525,000 34,000,000 0.02

New share issue 2013 71,428.56 758,297.25 +3,571,428 37,571,428 0.02

New share issue 2014 126,382.86 884,680.11 +6,261,904 43,833,332 0.02 
 
The number of shares at the end of the period was 43,833,332

Product development
Vigmed will continue to develop new and refine existing products in its 
business area. The time and cost aspects for product development can 
be difficult to foresee with any degree of precision. This entails a risk 
that a planned development project is more time-consuming and 
cost-intensive than planned. 

Vigmed’s product development is conducted after the necessary 
information has been obtained from the company’s customers and 
market. When, in the company’s view, the necessary information has 
been obtained, the company establishes the key aspects of the 
product design and develops its products accordingly. There is a risk 
that Vigmed is unsuccessful in understanding the customer’s needs 
and thereby will not develop a product that fully and completely lives 
up to the market’s demands. 

There is also a risk that the company establishes the design based 
on the obtained information too early in the process and modifications 
in the design are therefore necessary in the late stages of develop-
ment, which can lead to costs for the company related to the design 
modifications and changes to the production equipment as a result of 
the modified design.

Product supply 
Vigmed’s production operation consists of a chain of processes where 
interruptions or disruptions at any link in the chain could have conse-
quences for the company’s ability to fulfil its undertakings to the  
customer. Such interruptions or disruptions could therefore have an 
adverse impact on Vigmed’s operation, financial position or profit.

Complaints, recalls and product liability
Like other companies in the health and medical care sector, health 
care suppliers risk being the subject of claims regarding product  
liability, warranty liability and other legal claims. Such claims can 
concern large amounts and significant legal costs, particularly given 
that in the industries that Vigmed operates regularly assume far-reach-
ing undertakings from the supplier. Vigmed cannot provide any  
guarantees that its operations will not be subject to claims for com-
pensation. There are insurance schemes for non-life and liability risks 
(e.g. product liability) that the group is exposed to. The scope of these 

insurance policies and the amounts are limited which means that 
there is a risk that the insurance will not provide enough cover in the 
event of a claim against the company. 

There is a risk that the company incurs expenses regarding com-
plaints in cases where there are more extensive complaints about the 
company’s products from customers in the future. The same applies in 
cases where the company has to recall a delivered product in the 
future.

Manufacturers and suppliers 
Vigmed has signed agreements with a number of contract manufactur-
ers regarding investments in equipment and deliveries of products 
from fully-automated production lines. There is a risk that one or 
several of these contract manufacturers fail to fulfil their quality 
requirements that the company or relevant laws impose or otherwise 
fulfil their undertakings to Vigmed. In its operation, the company is to 
a certain extent dependant on working with other partners both for the 
development of products and production equipment. If existing part-
nerships function unsatisfactorily or are terminated the company may 
have to seek out other partners, which could be more costly and/or 
take longer than the company expected. Such a scenario would affect 
the company’s operation and profit negatively.

Distributors
Vigmed has signed agreements with a number distributors in different 
countries. There is a risk that none of the agreements or collaborations 
are realised or that one or several of the distributors fail to fulfil their 
undertakings in a successful manner. Non-realised partnership agree-
ments or partners who fail in their work of successfully launching 
Vigmed’s products in the market, can precipitate reduced or non- 
realised revenue for Vigmed.

Organisational risks and human capital risks
Vigmed was founded in 2009 and the company is led by a competent 
and experienced management team which has the support of an active 
board and has access to world-leading specialists. Within the company 
there are a number of key people that commend unique expertise and 
are of vital importance to the company. Should any of these key 
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people leave the company this could have a negative impact on the 
company. There are no guarantees that Vigmed will be able to build 
up the organisation and recruit personnel at the required rate to 
implement the company’s business plan.

There is a risk for delays in the process of developing a start-up 
until it is a fully functional organisation with research and develop-
ment, automation, quality-assurance, regulatory, financial, marketing 
and sales competence. Vigmed has solid expertise in a well-estab-
lished team, but can nevertheless not be expected to match the large 
multinational companies in all respects.

5.2. Legal risks

Legislation and regulatory risks
The rules that concern needlestick-protected medical technology  
products are complex and can change over time. Such changes could 
increase Vigmed’s expenses, make sales difficult and have a signifi-
cant negative influence on the company’s ability to generate revenue. 
Furthermore there is no guarantee that the rules that apply today, or 
the interpretation of these rules, will not change over time in such a 
way that the company’s operation is negatively affected with a conse-
quential effect on earning capacity and financial position.

Intellectual property rights 
The market that Vigmed operates in generally contains a large number 
of patent rights. There may therefore be a risk that Vigmed’s products 
inadvertently infringe upon another’s patent rights. If a third party  
initiates proceedings against Vigmed and the company loses the case, 
this could lead to Vigmed being forced to pay a significant amount in 
damages. Uncertainty stemming from patent disputes or other legal 
proceedings that are initiated and followed through could have a  
significant negative effect on Vigmed’s competitiveness. Vigmed’s 
products contain technology that is protected by Vigmed owned or 
pending patents. There is also a risk that competitors infringe on 
Vigmed’s rights with or without intent.

In addition to patented products and technology, Vigmed uses its 
own know-how which is not patent-protected. Vigmed strives to protect 
such information, via confidentiality agreements with employees, 

consultants and partners. There is in the meantime, no guarantee 
that these agreements protect against the publication of confidential 
information, the rights of employees, consultants and partners to 
intellectual property rights or that agreements impose sufficient sanc-
tions in the event of a breach of agreement. Vigmed’s trade secrets 
can also become known or developed independently by competitors.  
If Vigmed’s internal information and know-how cannot be protected, 
the company may be adversely affected.

5.3. Financial risks
Through its operations, Vigmed is exposed to various financial risks 
including financing and liquidity risks, currency risks, interest risks 
and credit risks. Financial risks are handled mainly at board and man-
agement level. Vigmed’s financial risks mainly consist of a financing 
risk, liquidity risk and currency risk, which are described below.

Financing and liquidity
Financing risk is the risk that the financing of loans and credit is  

difficult or costly and that the group as a result finds it difficult to 
fulfil its payments. Liquidity risk is the risk that you are unable to 
fulfil your payments when they fall due. Management and the board 
work actively and continuously with the company’s governance and 
control including earnings, liquidity and financial position. The board 
reviews on an ingoing basis that the conditions for continued opera-
tion are in place. 

Currency risks
Vigmed operates in a global market and a large proportion of its sales 
and purchases are made in other currencies than SEK. Most of the 
sales are made in EUR and the group’s purchases are primarily in 
EUR and SEK. The group’s purchases of services are partly in SEK but 
also in GBP, EUR and USD. Changes in the value of SEK relative to 
other currencies can therefore have both positive and negative effects 
on the company’s profit and financial position.

The group does not hedge its currency exposure but the risk is 
currently limited. 

Interest risk
Interest risk is the risk of changes in the market interest rate affecting 
the company’s net interest. Vigmed currently has no loans or credits. 
Vigmed plans in the future to partially finance its operations by raising 
external loans. The company could then be negatively affected by 
changes in the market interest rate.

Credit risks 
A credit risk is the risk that the borrower will fail to fulfil its obliga-
tions to Vigmed and the risk that assets pledged by the counterparty 
will fail to cover the claim. A credit risk also includes a counterparty 
risk. Vigmed limits its credit and counterparty risks by only accepting 
counterparties that have good credit worthiness. Vigmed does not have 
any customer receivables that are considered risky.

6. Future developments and trends
The company’s sales growth is expected to gradually accelerate during 
the year, as contracted distributors launch Vigmed’s products on a 
larger scale in each market, whereupon the number of public tenders 
that include Vigmed’s range will increase. 

Vigmed’s new safety product; the arterial catheter SWiTCH, will be 
validated during the spring ahead of a planned production start in 
September. 

Additional innovation platforms are expected to form the basis for 
new patent applications and business areas. 

The importance of effective infection control is painfully obvious 
today, where we have, among other things witnessed the uncontrolled 
spread of the Ebola virus in western Africa. For many years now, 
health care has been aware of the problems of infection spreading 
through a needle stick from contaminated products which explains the 
newly implemented EU directive regarding the needle safety mecha-
nism. User safety for health care personnel is a clear trend that is 
coming more into focus. The demand from the market is clear: it is 
time to switch non-safe to safe products. Public tenders require safe, 
high-quality, user-friendly and cost-efficient products. This is where 
Vigmed’s safety solutions are placed in their proper context.
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7. Key events after the end of the year
In January 2015 Vigmed delivered the first orders to Germany, Italy 
and Switzerland.

As more end-users are beginning to use Vigmed’s products, we 
have received feedback from a limited number of end-users who have 
had problems with using CLiP Winged in certain situations. The 
problem has been analysed and it is related to a detail in the design  
of the first generation of the CLiP Winged line. The design has now 
been adjusted and an upgraded second generation will shortly be 
launched. Vigmed does not compromise on quality, which is why  
delivered products have been replaced, which in turn delayed some 
deliveries in the first quarter. 

Elisabeth Andersson came on board as Director for Supply Chain. 
Elisabeth is part of the management team and has taken over Henrik 
Olsen’s temporary role as manager for purchasing, capacity planning, 
logistics and stock. 

In January 2015, Vigmed took over the finished product inventory 
and responsibility for purchasing from supply chain partner MBH A/S.

Vigmed’s manufacturing and sales partner HMD launched 
IV-catheters with a safety solution in March 2015 in India. HMD will 
market the products under its own brand, using SIPCLIP to describe 
Vigmed’s technology. 

8. Allocation of profits
No dividend payments were made in 2013 or 2014. No dividend  
payment will be proposed at the annual general meeting on May 13 
2015.

Proposed appropriation of earnings

Parent Company 2014

The following earnings are at the disposal of the 
AGM (SEK thousand)

 

Share premium reserve 234,099

Loss carried forward -843

Profit for the year -4,416

 228,840

  

The Board of Directors proposes that the profit/loss

To be carried forward 228,840
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Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income (SEK 000s)

Note 2014 2013

Sales 5 1,124 -

Capitalised development costs 13 5,843 3,350

Raw materials and consumables -1,897 -

Other external costs 7, 9 -22,038 -18,544

Personnel costs 8 -13,717 -5,520

Depreciation/amortisation and impairment of tangible fixed assets -1,316 -324

Other operating expenses 6 -14 -5

Operating profit/loss -32,015 -21,043

Financial items 10

Financial income 218 470

Financial expenses -433 -1

Total profit/loss from financial items -215 469

Profit/loss before tax -32,230 -20,574

Income tax 11 0 0

Net loss for the year -32,230 -20,574

Other comprehensive income 

Items that may be transferred to profit/loss for the year later:

Total other comprehensive income, net after tax 0 0

Total comprehensive income for the year -32,230 -20,574

Net profit/loss attributable to: 

Parent Company shareholders -32,230 -20,574

Non-controlling interests - -

-32,230 -20,574

Total comprehensive income for the year attributable to: 

Parent Company shareholders -32,230 -20,574

Non-controlling interests - -

-32,230 -20,574

Earnings per share (SEK) 12 -0.85 -0.65

Earnings per share after full dilution (SEK) -0.83 -
 

The notes on pages 44-63 constitute an integrated part of these consolidated accounts.
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Consolidated Balance Sheet (SEK 000s)

Note 31 Dec 2014 31 Dec 2013 1 Jan 2013*

Assets 

Fixed assets 

Intangible assets 13

Patents 1,480 628 0

Capitalised expenditure for development work 8,740 3,350 0

Software 340 65 -

10,560 4,043 0

Tangible fixed assets 14

Plant and machinery 18,628 7,306 -

Equipment, fixtures and fittings 720 542 268

Construction in progress and advance payments regarding 
tangible fixed assets

0 1,873 1,472

19,348 9,721 1,740

Total fixed assets 29,908 13,764 1,740

Current assets 15

Accounts receivable - trade 16 29 38 -

Other current receivables 16 1,350 660 1,539

Prepaid expenses and accrued income 16 447 340 47

Cash and cash equivalents 17 63,500 41,840 52,721

65,326 42,878 54,307

Total assets 95,234 56,642 56,047

* Opening and closing balances for 2013 have been changed as a 
result of changing accounting principles to IFRS and affected items 
in equity and intangible assets, see Note 26.
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Note 31 Dec 2014 31 Dec 2013 1 Jan 2013*

Equity and liabilities 

Equity attributable to Parent Company shareholders 18, 19

Share capital 885 758 905

Other capital contributions 135,498 82,995 58,095

Retained earnings -62,563 -30,333 -9,759

Total equity attributable to Parent Company shareholders 73,820 53,420 49,241

Non-controlling interests - - -

Total equity 73,820 53,420 49,241

Non-current liabilities

Borrowings regarding finance leases, non-current component 21 4,623 0 -

Current liabilities 15

Accounts payable - trade 22 4,420 1,531 6,297

Borrowings regarding finance leases, current component 21 2,774 - -

Other current liabilities 628 230 53

Accrued expenses and deferred income 8,969 1,461 456

16,791 3,222 6,806

Total liabilities 21,414 3,222 6,806

Total equity and liabilities 95,234 56,642 56,047
 

Information on the Group's pledged assets and contingent liabilities, see Note 27.

The notes on pages 44-63 constitute an integrated part of these consolidated accounts. 
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Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity (SEK 000s)
Equity attributable to Parent Company shareholders 

Note
18 

Share capital Other capital 
contributions 

Retained 
earnings 

Total equity

Equity, 1 January 2013 905 58,095 -6,954 52,046

Change of accounting principles to IFRS 26 - - -2,805 -2,805

Comprehensive income 

Net loss for the year 0 0 -20,574 -20,574

Other comprehensive income for the year - - - -

Total comprehensive income 0 0 -20,574 -20,574

Transactions with shareholders: 

Preferential issue 71 24,929 - 25,000

Issue expenses - -297 - -297

Non-cash issue, reverse acquisition 19 50 11,356 - 11,406

Costs of non-cash issue in reverse acquisition -11,356 - -11,356

Redistribution of share capital due to  
reverse acquisition

-268 268 - 0

Total transactions with shareholders -147 24,900 0 24,753

Equity, 31 December 2013 758 82,995 -30,333 53,420

Equity, 1 January 2014 758 82,995 -30,333 53,420

Comprehensive income 

Net loss for the year - - -32,230 -32,230

Other comprehensive income - - - -

Total comprehensive income 0 0 -32,230 -32,230

Transactions with shareholders: 

Warrant programme (less costs) 20 - 515 - 515

Preferential issue 127 56,230 - 56,357

Issue expenses - -4,242 - -4,242

Total transactions with shareholders 127 52,503 0 52,630

Closing balance at 31 December 2014 885 135,498 -62,563 73,820
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Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows (SEK 000s)

Note 2014 2013

Cash flows from operating activities 

Operating profit/loss -32,015 -21,043

Adjustments for non-cash items 

Depreciation/amortisation and impairment of tangible and intangible fixed assets 13, 14 1,316 324

Interest received 218 470

Interest paid -433 -1

Cash flow from operating activities before changes in working capital -30,914 -20,250

Changes in working capital 

Increase/decrease in other current receivables -788 548

Increase/decrease in other current liabilities 10,795 -3,584

Total change in working capital 10,007 -3,036

Cash flows from operating activities -20,907 -23,286

Investing activities 

Purchase of tangible fixed assets 14 -2,896 -8,301

Purchase of intangible assets 13 -7,167 -4,047

Cash flows from investing activities -10,063 -12,348

Financing activities 

Warrant programme 20 515 -

New share issue 18 52,115 24,753

Cash flows from financing activities 52,630 24,753

Cash flow for the year 21,660 -10,881

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 41,840 52,721

Cash and cash equivalents at year-end 63,500 41,840
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Parent Company Income Statement (SEK 000s)

Note 2014 2013*

Net sales 2,500 3,000

2,500 3,000

Operating expenses: 

Other external costs -2,318 -2,784

Personnel costs 8 -2,425 -1,120

Depreciation/amortisation of tangible and intangible fixed assets -25 -17

-4,768 -3,921

Operating profit/loss -2,268 -921

Profit/loss from financial items 10

Other interest income and similar profit/loss items 362 108

Interest expenses and similar profit/loss items -10 -30

Result from participations in subsidiaries -2,500 -

-2,148 78

Profit/loss after financial items -4,416 -843

Tax on profit for the year 11 - - 

Net loss for the year -4,416 -843

*Refers to 9 January – 31 December 2013

Parent Company Statement of Comprehensive Income (SEK 000s)

Note 2014 2013

Net loss for the year -4,416 -843

Other comprehensive income - - 

Total comprehensive income -4,416 -843

Parent Company Balance Sheet (SEK 000s)

Note 31 Dec 2014 31 Dec 2013

Assets 

Fixed assets 

Tangible fixed assets 14

Equipment 33 58

33 58

Financial fixed assets  

Participations in Group companies 25 157,600 157,600

Loans to Group companies 17,500 -

175,100 157,600

Total fixed assets 175,133 157,658
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Note 31 Dec 2014 31 Dec 2013

Current assets 15

Current receivables 

Receivables from Group companies 16 223 953

Other receivables 26 -

Prepaid expenses and accrued income 16 24 53

273 1,006

Cash and bank balances 17 57,736 25,263

Total current assets 58,009 26,269

Total assets 233,142 183,927

Equity and liabilities 

Equity 18

Restricted equity 

Share capital 885 758

885 758

Non-restricted equity 

Share premium reserve 234,099 181,595

Retained earnings -843 -

Net loss for the year -4,416 -843

Total equity 229,725 181,510

Non-current liabilities

Liabilities to Group companies - 2,000

Current liabilities 

Accounts payable - trade 22 1,745 61

Other current liabilities 102 92

Accrued expenses and deferred income 1,570 264

3,417 417

Total equity and liabilities 233,142 183,927

Memorandum items 

Pledged assets 27 50 50

Contingent liabilities None None 
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Parent Company Statement of Changes in Equity (SEK 000s)
Note 

18
Share capital Share premium

reserve 
Retained 
earnings 

Total equity 

Opening balance at 1 January 2013 0 0 0 0

Comprehensive income 

Net loss for the year 0 0 -843 -843

Total comprehensive income 0 0 -843 -843

Transactions with shareholders: 

Formation of Company 50 - - 50

Non-cash issue 19 637 156,963 - 157,600

Preferential issue 71 24,929 - 25,000

Issue expenses - -297 - -297

Total transactions with shareholders 758 181,595 0 182,353

Closing balance at 31 December 2013 758 181,595 -843 181,510

Opening balance at 1 January 2014 758 181,595 -843 181,510

Comprehensive income 

Net loss for the year - - -4,416 -4,416

Total comprehensive income 0 0 -4,416 -4,416

Transactions with shareholders: 

Warrant programme 20 - 515 - 515

Preferential issue 127 56,230 - 56,357

Issue expenses -4,242 - -4,242

Total transactions with shareholders 127 52,504 0 52,631

Closing balance at 31 December 2014 885 234,099 -5,259 229,725

.   
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Parent Company Statement of Cash Flows (SEK 000s)

Note 2014 2013

Cash flows from operating activities 

Operating profit/loss -2,268 -921

Adjustments for non-cash items 

Depreciation/amortisation 14 25 17

Interest received 362 108

Interest paid -10 -30

Cash flow from operating activities before changes in working capital -1,891 -826

Changes in working capital 

Increase/decrease in other current receivables 734 -1,006

Increase/decrease in other current liabilities 3,000 417

3,734 -589

Total cash flows from operating activities 1,843 -1,415

Cash flows from investing activities 

Purchase of tangible fixed assets 14 0 -75

Total cash flow from investing activities 0 -75

Financing activities 

Warrant programme 20 515 -

New share issue 18 52,115 24,753

Borrowings - 2,000

Loan repayments -2,000 -

Loans to subsidiaries -20,000 -

Total cash flow from financing activities 30,630 26,753

Cash flow for the year 32,473 25,263

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 25,263 0

Cash and cash equivalents at year-end 57,736 25,263
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Note 1 General information
Vigmed Holding AB (publ) with corporate identity number 556918-
4632, its subsidiary Vigmed AB and the dormant company Vigmed 
China Ltd. (altogether the Group) develop, manufacture, distribute 
and sell protected needle products. Manufacturing takes place via 
contract manufacturers in Sweden and India, and sales are made over 
a network of independent distributors, mainly in Europe.

The Parent Company is a limited liability company registered in 
Sweden with its registered offices in Helsingborg. The address of the 
head office is Garnisonsgatan 10, Helsingborg, Sweden. The Company 
is listed on the First North list of Nasdaq OMX Stockholm.

The subsidiary Vigmed AB is 100% owned by Vigmed Holding AB. 
Vigmed AB is a limited liability company registered in Sweden at the 
same address as the Parent Company.

On 14 April 2015, the Board of Directors approved these consoli-
dated accounts for publication.

Note 2 Summary of key accounting principles
The consolidated accounts for Vigmed Holding AB have been prepared 
in accordance with the EU approved International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRS) and interpretations from the IFRS Interpretations 
Committee for the first time in 2014. In addition, the Group applies 
the Annual Accounts Act and the Swedish Financial Reporting Board's 
recommendation RFR 1 Supplemental accounting rules for groups. In 
the consolidated accounts, items are valued according to cost. The 
accounting principles described below have been consistently applied 
to all periods in these annual and consolidated accounts, which 
means that the comparative year 2013 has been translated in accord-
ance with IFRS. All amounts in these consolidated and annual 
accounts are given in Swedish kronor (SEK) unless otherwise stated.

Vigmed Holding AB changed accounting principles at 1 January 
2014 to IFRS, the effects of which are explained in Note 26.

In comparative figures and tables, 2013 is translated according to 
the IFRS principles for comparison with 2014.

New standards and interpretations not yet applied by the Group
A number of new standards and interpretations enter into effect for 
financial years that begin on or after 1 January 2014 and have not 
been applied in the preparation of these financial statements. None of 
these are expected to have any material impact on the consolidated 
financial statements except for the following:

IFRS 15 “Revenue from contracts with customers” regulates how 
revenue recognition shall take place. The principles on which IFRS 15 
is based shall give users of financial statements more useful informa-
tion about the company's revenues. The expanded disclosure obliga-
tion means that information on revenue class, the time of regulation, 
uncertainties linked to revenue recognition and cash flows attributable 
to the Company's customer contracts shall be provided. According to 
IFRS 15, revenue that shall be recognised when the customer receives 
control over the sold good or service and has the possibility to use or 
obtains the benefit from the good or service. 

IFRS 15 replaces IAS 18 Revenue and IAS 11 Construction Con-
tracts and associated SIC and IFRIC. IFRS 15 enters into effect on 1 
January 2017. Early application is permitted. The Group has not yet 
evaluated the effects of the introduction of the standard. 

Consolidated accounts
The consolidated accounts comprise the Parent Company Vigmed 
Holding AB and the companies over which the Parent Company has 
control directly or indirectly (subsidiaries). 

Subsidiaries are all companies (including structured companies) 
over which the Group has control. The Group controls a company when 
it is exposed to or has the right to variable return from its holding in 
the company and has the possibility to influence the return through its 
influence in the company. Subsidiaries are to be included in the con-
solidated accounts as of the date that control is transferred to the 
Group. They are to be excluded from the consolidated accounts as of 
the date that the control ends.

The Group's profit and components in other comprehensive 

income are attributable to the Parent Company shareholders and to 
non-controlling interests even if this leads to a negative value for the 
non-controlling interests. The accounting principles for subsidiaries 
are adjusted as necessary to agree with the Group's accounting princi-
ples. All intra-Group transactions and dealings attributable to intra-
Group transactions are eliminated upon preparation of the consoli-
dated accounts. 

Segment reporting
The financial information reported to the highest executive deci-
sion-maker (CEO) as a basis of the distribution of resources and 
assessment of the Group's performance is not divided into different 
operating segments. The Group therefore constitutes a single operat-
ing segment.

Translation of foreign currencies
In the consolidated accounts, Swedish kronor (SEK) are used, which 
is the Parent Company's functional currency and the Group's presenta-
tion currency.

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated in the respective 
unit to the unit's functional currency at the exchange rates applicable 
on the transaction date. At every closing date, monetary items in for-
eign currencies are translated at the closing day rate. 

Exchange rate differences are recognised in the profit and loss for 
the period in which they arise and reported in the items “Financial 
income” and “Financial expenses” in the income statement.

The financial position and performance of all Group companies 
(none of which have a high-inflation currency as the functional cur-
rency), which have a different functional currency than the reporting 
currency, are translated to the Group’s reporting currency as per the 
following:
 
(a) assets and liabilities for each of the balance sheets are translated 
at the closing day rate;

(b) income and expenses for each of the income statements are trans-
lated to the average exchange rate (insofar as this average exchange 
rate constitutes a reasonable approximation of the accumulated effect 
of the exchange rates that apply on the transaction date, otherwise the 
income and expenses are translated at the transaction day rate), and

(c) all exchange rate differences that arise are recognised in other 
comprehensive income.

Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are taken up at cost less accumulated deprecia-
tion and potential impairment. 

The cost consists of the purchase price and expenditures directly 
attributable to the asset to put it in the place and condition to be 
used. Additional expenses are included in the asset or recognised as a 
separate asset only when it is probable that future financial benefits 
that can be attributed to the asset accrue to the Group and that the 
cost for the asset can be reliably calculated. All other costs for repairs 
and maintenance and additional expenses are recognised in profit and 
loss in the period in which they arise. 

Depreciation of tangible fixed assets is expensed so that the 
asset's value less estimated residual value at the end of the useful life 
is depreciated over its estimated useful life, which is estimated as: 

Plant and machinery 5 years

Equipment, fixtures and fittings 3 years

Plant and machinery are depreciated based on the manufactured vol-
ume, and equipment and facilities are depreciated straight-line.

Estimated useful lives, residual values and depreciation methods 
are reviewed at least at the end of each financial period; the effect of 
potential changes to estimates is recognised prospectively. 

The carrying amount of tangible fixed assets is removed from the 
statement of financial position upon disposal or divestment, or when 
no future economic benefits are anticipated from the use or disposal/
divestment of the asset. The gain or loss that arises upon disposal or 
divestment of the asset is comprised of the difference between the 
potential net income upon divestment and its carrying amount and is 
recognised in profit or loss in the period when the asset is removed 
from the statement of financial position.
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Intangible assets
Intangible assets with definite useful lives acquired separately are rec-
ognised at cost less accumulated amortisation and any accumulated 
impairment.

Amortisation occurs straight-line over the course of the asset’s 
estimated useful life. Estimated useful lives and amortisation methods 
are reviewed at least at the end of each financial period; the effect of 
potential changes to estimates is recognised prospectively. Estimated 
useful lives for intangible assets are:

Patents 5 years

Capitalised expenditures for development work 5 years

Software 3 years

Purchased software licences are capitalised on the basis of the costs 
that arose when the software in question was purchased and put into 
operation. These capitalised expenses are amortised over the esti-
mated useful life of three years.

Accounting principles for research and development 
The Company's policy for the capitalisation of expenditures for devel-
opment work covers both internal time spent, external development 
expenses and costs for patent applications, and means that projects in 
the development phase are capitalised. The projects' transition from 
the research phase to development is decided on by the Board and 
supported by a business plan.

Expenditures for research with the aim of obtaining new scientific 
or technical knowledge are expensed as they arise.

Expenditures for development, where the research results or other 
knowledge is applied to achieve new or improved products or pro-
cesses, are recognised as an asset in the statement of financial posi-
tion only if the following conditions are met:

– It is technically possible to complete the intangible asset and use or 
sell it

– The Company has the intent of completing the intangible asset and 
use or sell it

– Conditions exist to use or sell the intangible asset

– The Company shows how the intangible asset will generate probable 
future financial benefits

– There are adequate technical, financial and other resources to com-
plete development and to use or sell the intangible asset

– The expenditures that are attributable to the intangible asset during 
its development can be reliably calculated 

Other development expenditures, which do not fulfil these criteria, are 
expensed when they arise. Development expenditures that were previ-
ously expensed are not reported as an asset in the ensuing period. 

Directly attributable expenditures that are capitalised mainly 
include expenditures from subcontractors and costs for employees.

After initial recognition, capitalised development expenditures are 
recognised at cost less accumulated depreciation and potential accu-
mulated impairment. 

Amortisation is initiated when the first saleable product related to 
the development project can be produced. 

Disposals and divestments
An intangible asset is removed from the statement of financial posi-
tion upon disposal or divestment, or when no future economic benefits 
are anticipated from the use or disposal/divestment of the asset. The 
gain or loss, which arises when an intangible asset is removed from 
the statement of financial position and is comprised of the difference 
between what is obtained upon divestment and the asset's carrying 
amount, is recognised in profit or loss when the asset is removed from 
the statement of financial position. 

Impairments of material and intangible assets
At the end of every accounting period, the Group analyses the values 
of tangible and intangible assets to establish if there are any indica-
tions that these assets have decreased in value. If this is the case, the 
asset’s recoverable amount is calculated to be able to establish the 
value of any impairment losses. 

Intangible assets with indefinite useful lives and intangible assets 
that are not yet ready for use shall be tested annually with regard to 
any impairment requirements, or when there is an indication of a 
decrease in value. Capitalised expenditures for product development 
are therefore tested for any impairment requirements at least annually.

The recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less selling 
expenses and value in use. In the calculation of value in use, esti-
mated future cash flows are discounted to present value with a dis-
count rate before tax that reflects the current market evaluation of the 
time value of money and the risks associated with the asset.

If the recoverable amount for an asset is set at an amount lower 
than the carrying amount, the carrying amount of the asset is written 
down to the recoverable amount. An impairment loss shall be immedi-
ately expensed in profit or loss.

When an impairment loss is later reversed, the asset’s carrying 
amount increases to the re-evaluated recoverable amount, but the 
increased carrying amount may not exceed the carrying amount that 
would have been established if no impairment loss had been applied 
to the asset in previous years. A reversal of an impairment loss is rec-
ognised directly in profit or loss. 

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash and bank balances as well as 
other current liquid investments that can easily be converted to cash 
and are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value. To be clas-
sified as cash and cash equivalents, the maturity period may not 
exceed three months from the time of acquisition. Cash and bank bal-
ances are categorised as “Loan receivables and accounts receivable”, 
which entails a valuation at amortised cost. Because bank balances 
are payable on demand, amortised cost corresponds to the nominal 
amount.

Equity
Transaction costs that can be directly attributed to the issue of new 
shares or options are reported in equity as a deduction from the issue 
proceeds.

Accounts payable - trade
Accounts payable are obligations to pay for goods or services acquired 
from suppliers in operating activities. Accounts payable are classified 
as current liabilities if they fall due within one year or less. If not, they 
are taken up as non-current liabilities.

Tax
Income tax consists of current tax and deferred tax. Income tax is 
reported in the income statement, except when the underlying trans-
actions are recognised directly against equity or other comprehensive 
income, whereby the associated tax effect is reported in equity or 
other comprehensive income.

Current tax is tax that must be paid or received in respect of the 
current year by applying the tax rates that were enacted or essentially 
enacted on the closing date. This also includes adjustments of current 
tax attributable to earlier periods.

Deferred tax is recognised in its entirety in accordance with the 
balance sheet method on all temporary differences that arise between 
tax values of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts in the 
consolidated accounts. 

Deferred tax is calculated using the tax rates and tax regulations 
enacted or essentially enacted as of the closing date and are expected 
to apply when the deferred tax liability in question is settled.

Deferred tax liabilities relating to deductible temporary differences 
and loss carry-forwards are reported only insofar as it is probable that 
they will be utilised and lead to lower tax payments in the future.

Remuneration of employees
Employee remuneration, in the form of salaries, bonuses, paid holiday, 
paid sick leave, etc., is recognised as it is earned. The Group has not 
initiated payments to pensions and has no pension obligations or obli-
gations to pay other compensation after the end of employment. 

Warrants allotted to senior executives and other employees are val-
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ued at fair value at the time of allotment. The fair value of the war-
rants at the time of allotment has been established using the Black 
and Schole's model. For more information on the valuation, see Note 
20. Senior executives and employees have paid a price that corre-
sponds to the fair value of the options, which means that they do not 
constitute share-related compensation according to IFRS 2 and 
Vigmed therefore does not recognise any cost for these options.

Revenue recognition
The Company's income principle is that income includes the fair value 
of what will be received for products sold, less discounts, returns and 
value added tax in Vigmed's operations. Income is recognised with 
elimination of intra-Group sales.

Sales of goods are recognised as income when Vigmed has deliv-
ered products to distributors, and there is no unfulfilled obligation 
that could affect the distributors' approval of the products.

Delivery is not considered to have occurred until the products 
have been sent to the indicated location and the risks of obsolescence 
and loss have been transferred to the distributor.

The distributors have the right to return incorrect products. Sales 
income is recognised on the basis of the price stated in the sales con-
tract, net of discounts and returns at the time of the sale.

Potential future royalties are recognised as income in accordance 
with the agreements’ financial contents.

Leasing
A finance lease is an agreement under which the financial risks and 
benefits associated with ownership of the object is essentially trans-
ferred from the lessor to the lessee. Other leasing agreements are clas-
sified as operating leases. The Group has both finance and operating 
leases. Leasing fees in operating leases are expensed straight-line over 
the term of the lease, unless another systematic approach better 
reflects the user’s financial benefit over time. 

The Group leases certain tangible fixed assets. Leases of fixed 
assets where the Group essentially holds the financial risks and bene-
fits associated with ownership are classified as finance leases.

At the beginning of the lease term, finance leases are recognised 
at the lower of the object’s fair value and the present value of the min-
imum leasing fees.

Every lease payment is distributed between repayment of the lia-
bility and financial expenses. Corresponding payment obligations, less 
financial expenses, are included in the balance sheet items Long-term 
borrowing and Short-term borrowing.

The interest component of the financial expenses is recognised in 
profit or loss allocated over the lease term so that every accounting 
period is charged with an amount corresponding to a fixed interest 
rate for the liability recognised during each respective period.

Fixed assets held under finance leases are depreciated during the 
shorter of the asset's useful life and the term of the lease.

Parent Company’s Accounting Principles
The Parent Company's annual report has been prepared in accordance 
with the Annual Accounts Act and RFR2 Accounting for Legal Enti-
ties. RFR2 means that, in the annual report for the legal entity, the 
parent company shall apply all IFRS and statements approved by the 
EU to the furthest possible extent within the framework of the Annual 
Accounts Act and with consideration of the connection between 
accounting and taxation.

The recommendation indicates which additions and exceptions 
shall be made from IFRS. This means that the reporting in the Parent 
Company follows the same principles as the Group except for the 
below.

Participations in Group companies are reported in the Parent 
Company in accordance with the cost method. Dividends and Group 
contributions are recognised as income. Financial instruments are not 
recognised at fair value.

The transition to RFR 2 has not entailed any changes in recog-
nised items or amounts.

Note 3 Financial risk management
Through its operations, Vigmed is exposed to various financial risks 
such as financing and liquidity risk, currency risk, interest rate risk 
and credit risk. Financial risks are primarily managed at the Board and 
management level.  
Vigmed's financial risks are assessed to primarily consist of financing 
risk, liquidity risk and currency risk, which are described below.

Financing and liquidity
Financing risk refers to the risk that financing of loans and credits 
becomes difficult or costly and that the Group thereby has difficulty to 
fulfil its payment commitments. Liquidity risk refers to the risk of not 
being able to fulfil one's payment commitments when they fall due. 
Vigmed currently has no loans or credits. The management and Board 
work actively and continuously with the Company's governance and 
control including results, liquidity and financial position. The Board of 
Directors continuously reviews if the conditions for continued opera-
tion exist. It cannot be ruled out that the Company may need addi-
tional capital infusions until the business reaches “break-even” with a 
positive result and cash flow. There are also no guarantees that such 
capital infusions can be obtained at all or that it can occur at advanta-
geous terms.

Currency risks
Vigmed is active on a global market with a large part of sales and pur-
chases in currencies other than SEK. Sales largely take place in USD, 
and the Group's purchases of goods primarily take place in EUR and 
SEK. The Group's purchases of services take place in part in SEK, but 
also in GBP, USD, DKK and EUR. Changes in the value of SEK rela-
tive to other currencies can thereby have both positive and negative 
effects on the Company's performance and financial position. The 
Group does not hedge in the currency exposure, but it is currently lim-
ited. 

As per 31 December 2014

Parameter Change, % Effect net
sales, SEK 

000s

Effect on profit/
loss before tax, 

SEK 000s

EUR/SEK +/- 1 +/- 11 +/- 1

USD/SEK +/- 1 - +/- 42

DKK/SEK +/- 1 - +/- 23

GBP/SEK +/- 1 - +/- 4

Other currencies/SEK +/- 1 - +/- 1

As per 31 December 2013 

Parameter Change, % Effect net
sales, SEK 

000s

Effect on profit/
loss before tax, 

SEK 000s

EUR/SEK +/- 1 - +/- 1

USD/SEK +/- 1 - +/- 17

DKK/SEK +/- 1 - +/- 25

GBP/SEK +/- 1 - +/- 5

Other currencies/SEK +/- 1 - -

Interest rate risks
Interest rate risk refers to the risk that changes in market interest 
rates affect the Company's net interest income. Vigmed currently has 
no loans or credits. Vigmed plans to finance operations to some extent 
by raising external loans in the future. The Company may then be neg-
atively impacted by changes in the market interest rate. 

Credit risks
Credit risk refers to the risk that a borrower does not fulfil its obliga-
tions to Vigmed and the risk that the collateral provided by the coun-
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terparty does not cover the claim. Credit risk also includes counter-
party risk. Vigmed limits its credit and counterparty risk by only 
accepting counterparties with good credit ratings. Vigmed currently 
has no accounts receivable that are assessed to be doubtful.

Management of capital
The Group’s objective for the management of capital is to secure the 
Group’s ability to continue its operations to generate reasonable 
returns for the shareholders and benefits for other stakeholders. The 
Group is financed by equity, which amounts to SEK 73,820,000 
(53,420,000). The Group's current policy is to not pay dividends. 
Only when the company achieves long-term profitability will proposals 
on dividends to the shareholders be able to be made.

Note 4 Critical estimations and assumptions for 
accounting purposes
An account is provided below of the most important assumptions 
about the future, and other important sources of uncertainty in esti-
mates as of the closing date, which entail a substantial risk of mate-
rial adjustments in carrying amounts of assets and liabilities in the 
next financial year. 

Impairment testing of intangible assets
Impairment requirements for the Company's capitalised expenditures for 
product development are tested at least once a year. Other intangible 
and tangible fixed assets are impairment tested if there is any indication 
that an impairment requirement may exist. Impairment testing is based 
on a review of the recoverable amount that is estimated based on the 
assets' value in use. Company management estimates future cash flows 
according to internal business plans and forecasts.

In this review, estimates are also used of discount rates and future 
growth rates beyond set budgets and forecasts. 

Carrying amounts for intangible assets amount to SEK 
10,560,000 (4,043,000) of which capitalised expenditures for prod-
uct development constitute SEK 8,740,000 (3,350,000). Changes in 
the assumptions made by Company management in impairment test-
ing could have a material impact on the Company's performance and 
financial position. Company management assesses that there are no 
impairment requirements for the Group's intangible assets at 31 
December 2014. 

Critical assessments in the application of the  
Group's accounting principles
The following section describes the most important assessments, 
besides those that include estimates (see above), that Company man-
agement has made in the application of the Group's accounting princi-
ples and have the most significant effect on the carrying amounts in 
the financial statements.

Time of capitalisation of expenditures for product development
Internally produced intangible assets such as capitalised expenditures 
for product development must fulfil a number of criteria to be recog-
nised in the balance sheet. These criteria are described under the 
accounting principles above. One of these criteria means that Com-
pany management must make an assessment of whether it is likely 
that the intangible asset will generate financial benefits. Only when 
Company management can make this assessment may development 
expenditures in the project begin to be capitalised as an asset in the 
balance sheet.

Vigmed owns broad patent rights for two innovation platforms 
internationally, and primarily builds its product development on these 
two patent platforms.

The Company works in partnerships with manufacturers and dis-
tributors with the aim of establishing a highly competent and cost-effi-
cient business model. Vigmed can thereby utilise cultivated commer-
cial channels with selected distributors to build up Vigmed's 
marketing and sales. The business model with strategic alliances with 
industrial partners also enables the manufacturers to make direct 
investments in the means of production for the manufacture of 
Vigmed's products.

Vigmed has initiated cooperation with distributors and begun sales 
in six markets, and has cooperation agreements with three manufac-
turers.

Based on the above conditions, Company management has 
assessed that it is likely that the product development projects where 
expenditures have been capitalised will generate financial benefits for 
the Company. 

Note 5 Segment information (SEK 000s)

The financial information reported to the highest executive deci-
sion-maker (CEO) as a basis of the distribution of resources and 
assessment of the Group's performance is not divided into different 
operating segments. The Group therefore constitutes a single operat-
ing segment.

Income from product sales and information on large customers
Income by geographic area: 

Sales

2014 2013

Greece 220 -

Spain 125 -

Ireland 46 -

Denmark 432 -

Sweden 221 -

Norway 80 -

Total 1,124 0 

The Group's sales are attributable to six distributors in Europe.
The Group has its registered office in Sweden. Income from external 
customers in Sweden amounts to SEK 221,000 (0) and the total 
income from external customers in other countries amounts to SEK 
903,000 (0). The distribution of income from external customers in 
countries other than Sweden is presented by the table above.
The Group has four customers whose share of sales exceed 10%.

Fixed assets by geographic area:

Fixed assets

2014 2013

India 9,449 7,918

Sweden 20,459 5,846

Total 29,908 13,764
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Note 8 Remuneration of employees, etc. (SEK 000s)
Remuneration of the Chairman of the Board and Board members is 
payable according to the Annual General Meeting's resolution. 

The AGM has adopted the following guidelines for the remunera-
tion of senior executives:

Salary and other terms of employment and possible share-related 
incentive programmes shall be market-based. Senior executives shall 
be offered a fixed salary that is market-based and is based on respon-
sibility, role, expertise and position. Senior executives may be offered 

Group Parent Company

2014 2013 2014 2013

Salaries and other remuneration of:

Board members, CEO and other 
senior executives

6,887* 5,453 2,078** 2,055

Other employees 4,574 1,962 - -

Statutory and contractual social security contributions 2,980 1,328 565 262

Pension costs - - - -

Total 14,441 8,743 2,643 2,317

* Comprises invoiced fees SEK 1,190,000 (3,000,000) through company 
(included in the table above) and recognised in the income statement under 
other external expenses. See Note 24.

** Comprises invoiced fees SEK 450,000 (1,995,000) through company 
(included in the table above) and recognised in the income statement under 
other external expenses. See Note 24.

variable salary. Such variable salary shall be market-based and based 
on outcomes of predetermined financial and individual targets and 
amount to a maximum of 30% of the fixed annual salary.

The Board of Directors annually evaluates the need for share-re-
lated incentive programmes and when necessary presents decision 
proposals to the AGM regarding a well-prepared share-related incen-
tive programme for senior executives and/or other employees.

By contract, Vigmed's logistics partner in the start-up phase, MBH 
International A/S (Denmark), shall receive a one-time fee for the 
adaptation of its ERP system, warehouse and quality system to 
comprise Vigmed's products.

This has given Vigmed the opportunity to reach out to the market 
faster than what would have been possible if market launch would 

Note 6 Other operating expenses (SEK 000s)

Group Parent Company

2014 2013 2014 2013

Other operating expenses:

Operating exchange gain 12 29 - -

Operating exchange losses -26 -34 - -

Total -14 -5 - -

Note 7 Exceptional items (SEK 000s)
Items that are material either because of their size or which are not 
recurring are deemed to constitute exceptional items and recognised 
in a relevant item in the income statement. Exceptional items that 
occurred during the year have been recognised as other external 
expenses.

An analysis of the amount that constitutes an exceptional item in 
these financial statements is presented below.

2014 2013

Items of an operating nature, SEK 000s

One-time fee to logistics partner 6,500 -

have awaited internal build-up of systems, organisation and  
certificates.

Vigmed expects to conclude the cooperation with MBH in 2015 
when its own organisation and ERP system are developed, and all 

necessary certificates have been obtained.
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Group Parent Company

2014 2013 2014 2013

Average number of employees

Women 3 2 - -

Men 10 5 1 1

Total 13 7 1 1

2014 2013

Gender distribution in the Group of Board members and other senior 
executives

Number at the 
closing date

of whom men
Number at the 

closing date
of whom men

Board members 7 7 7 7

CEO and other senior executives 6 5 1 1

Note 9 Remuneration of auditors

Group Parent Company

2014 2013 2014 2013

Remuneration of auditors

PwC

- Audit assignment 172 143 122 50

- Auditing activities in addition to audit assignment 55 47 45 47

- Tax consultancy services - 57 - -

- Other services 145 130 145 21

Total 372 377 312 118

Note 10 Financial income and expenses (SEK 000s)

Group Parent Company

2014 2013 2014 2013

Interest expenses:

- liabilities for finance leases 433 - - -

- other interest expenses current liabilities - 1 0 2

- interest expenses on Group liabilities - - 10 28

Total financial expenses 433 1 10 30

Financial income:

- interest income on short-term bank balances 218 470 152 108

- interest income on short-term bank balances - - 210 -

Total financial income 218 470 362 108

Result from participations in subsidiaries: - - - -

Impairment, participations in subsidiaries - - 2,500 -

Total result from participations in subsidiaries 0 0 2,500 0
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Note12 Earnings per share (SEK)
The following profit or loss and weighted average number of shares have been used 
in the calculation of earnings per share before dilution:

2014 2013

Profit/loss for the year attributable to Parent Company shareholders -32,230,279 -20,574,191

Weighted average number of shares before dilution 37,914,546 31,580,822

Weighted average number of shares after dilution 38,669,546 -

Earnings per share before dilution, SEK -0.85 -0.65

Earnings per share after dilution -0.83 -

Note 11 Income tax (SEK 000s)

Group Parent Company

2014 2013 2014 2013

Tax for the year

current tax on profit of the year - - - -

deferred tax attributable to temporary differences - - - -

Total reported tax expense 0 0 0 0

Group Parent Company

2014 2013 2014 2013

Reconciliation of tax expense for the year

Profit/loss before tax -32,230 -20,574 -4,416 -843

Tax income for the year

Tax calculated at Swedish tax rate 7,091 4,526 971 185

Tax effect of non-deductible expenses -13 -6 -555 0

Tax effect of non-taxable income 0 0 0 0

Tax effect of deficits for which no deferred tax assets are recognised -7,078 -4,520 -416 -185

Total 0 0 0 0

Adjustments recognised the present year regarding prior 
years’ current tax - - - -

Reported tax expense for the year 0 0 0 0
  

In the calculation of earnings per share after dilution, the weighted 
average number of outstanding common shares is adjusted for dilution 
effects of potential common shares. Vigmed has potential common 
shares in the form of warrants, which could cause a dilution effect in 
future periods. See Note 20 for more information on the Company's 
warrants. 

Dividend per share
No dividends were paid in 2013 or 2014. At the Annual General 
Meeting on 13 May 2015, no dividend will be proposed.

The Group's tax loss carry-forward of approximately SEK 68 million 
(31) is not capitalised as the assessment has been made that 
the loss carry-forward cannot yet be capitalised.
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Note 13 Intangible assets (SEK 000s)

Capitalised expenditure 
for development work

Patents Software

As per 1 January 2013

Acquisition cost 0 0 0

Accumulated amortisation 0 0 0

Carrying amount 0 0 0

2013 financial year

Opening carrying amount 0 0 0

Purchases 3,350 628 69

Amortisation 0 0 -4

Closing carrying amount 3,350 628 65

As per 31 December 2013

Acquisition cost 3,350 628 69

Accumulated amortisation 0 0 -4

Carrying amount 3,350 628 65

2014 financial year

Opening carrying amount 3,350 628 65

Purchases 5,843 1,013 311

Amortisation -453 -161 -36

Closing carrying amount 8,740 1,480 340

As per 31 December 2014

Acquisition cost 9,193 1,641 380

Accumulated amortisation -453 -161 -40

Carrying amount 8,740 1,480 340

Purchases for the year in expenditures for development work are 
comprised of capitalised internal work of SEK 3,272,000 and 
expenditures fore external development work of SEK 2,571,000, of 
which SEK 2,224,000 for development of CLiP Ven/Neo, SEK 
2,068,000 for SWiTCH and SEK 1,551,000 for SWiNG.

Purchases for the year in patents are primarily comprised of 
expenditures for the internationalisation of the CLiP patents.

Purchases for the year in software pertain to software for the 
development work of SEK 195,000 and licences and adaptations of 
the Dynamics NAV business system for SEK 116,000.

Amortisation of development expenditures and patents for the 
CLiP Ven, CLiP Neo and SWiNG product series has begun during the 
year.

The total amount of the expenditures for research and develop-
ment that has been expensed amounts to SEK 12,612,000 
(8,129,000), of which SEK 6,856,000 (3,978,000) has been  
capitalised.
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Note 14 Tangible fixed assets (SEK 000s)

                                                                                               Group Parent Company

Plant 
and 

machinery

Construction in 
progress and advance 

payments regarding 
tangible fixed assets

Equipment, fixtures 
and fittings

Equipment

As per 1 January 2013

Acquisition cost 0 1,472 283 0

Accumulated depreciation 0 - -15 0

Carrying amount 0 1,472 268 0

2013 financial year

Opening carrying amount 0 1,472 268 0

Purchases 5,834 1,873 594 75

Reclassifications 1,472 -1,472 0 -

Impairment 0 - -193 -

Depreciation 0 - -127 -17

Closing carrying amount 7,306 1,873 542 58

As per 31 December 2013

Acquisition cost 7,306 1,873 684 75

Accumulated depreciation 0 - -142 -17

Carrying amount 7,306 1,873 542 58

2014 financial year

Opening carrying amount 7,306 1,873 542 58

Purchases 9,790 - 503 -

Reclassifications 1,873 -1,873 - -

Impairment -35 - -90 -

Depreciation -306 - -235 -25

Closing carrying amount 18,628 0 720 33

As per 31 December 2014

Acquisition cost 18,934 0 1,097 75

Accumulated depreciation -306 0 -377 -42

Carrying amount 18,628 0 720 33

Plant and machinery comprises direct investments in equipment as 
well as equipment for the production of the Swing product line, which 
is leased through the contract manufacturer Euroform AB.

Of the carrying amounts in plant and machinery in an amount of 
SKE 18,628,000, leasing accounts for SEK 7,397,000. Other invest-
ments in plant and machinery mainly comprise tools used in the pro-
duction of CLiP Ven, CLiP Neo and Swing.

The leasing investment initially corresponds to the financial leas-
ing liability recognised in the balance sheet under “Borrowings regard-
ing finance leases, non-current component” and “Borrowings regard-
ing finance leases, current component”.

Depreciation commenced during the year for plant and machinery 
that is used in the production of CLiP Ven and CLiP Neo. Depreciation 
is calculated based on manufactured volume.

The year's investments in equipment primarily comprise equip-
ment for the laboratory. 

Impairment of equipment comprises computer equipment.
Impairment of machinery in an amount of SEK 35,000 in connec-

tion with the renovation of a pre-series tool.
Impairment totalling SEK 193,000 in 2013 comprises a manual 

assembly tool used before start of production of the automated assem-
bly line.
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Note 15 Financial instruments per category (SEK 000s)

Carrying amounts of financial assets and liabilities divided 
by valuation category in accordance with IAS 39 are presented by the table below.

Group Parent Company

2014 2013 2014 2013

Loans and receivables

Accounts receivable and other receivables 1,379 698 249 953

Cash and cash equivalents 63,500 41,840 57,736 25,263

Total 64,879 42,538 57,985 26,216

Other financial liabilities

Liabilities for finance leases 7,397 0 - -

Accounts payable - trade 4,420 1,531 1,745 61

Other liabilities 628 230 102 92

Total 12,445 1,761 1,847 153

Note 16 Accounts receivable and other receivables (SEK 000s)

Group Parent Company

2014 2013 2014 2013

Accounts receivable - trade 29 38 - -

Prepaid expenses:

Prepaid rental costs 128 79 - -

Prepaid insurance premiums 125 22 24 22

Other prepaid expenses/accrued income 194 239 - 31

Total prepaid expenses 447 340 24 53

Receivables from Group companies - - 223 953

Other receivables 1,350 660 26 -

Total 1,826 1,038 273 1,006

Note 17 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents in the balance sheet and the cash flow statement include the following:

Group Parent Company

2014 2013 2014 2013

Bank balances, SEK 63,449 41,840 57,736 25,263

Bank balances, HKD (Vigmed China Ltd.) 51 - - -

Total cash and cash equivalents 63,500 41,840 57,736 25,263

Liabilities for finance leases in an amount of SEK 7,397,000 are lia-
bilities for equipment for the production of the Swing product line 
that are leased through the contract manufacturer Euroform AB.

Valuation of financial instruments at fair value
For financial assets and liabilities, the carrying amounts are deemed 
to be a good approximation of the fair values as a result of the matu-
rity period and/or fixed-rate period being short, which means that a 
discount based on current market conditions is not assessed to lead to 
any material effect.
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Group Share capital Other capital 
contributions

Retained  
earnings

Total 
equity

Equity, 1 January 2013 905 58,095 -9,759 49,241

Preferential issue 71 24,929 0 25,000

Issue expenses 0 -297 0 -297

Non-cash issue, reverse acquisition 50 11,356 0 11,406

Costs of non-cash issue in reverse acquisition 0 -11,356 0 -11,356

Redistribution of share capital due to reverse acquisition -268 268 0 0

Net loss for the year 0 0 -20,574 -20,574

Equity, 31 Dec 2013 758 82,995 -30,333 53,420

Equity, 1 January 2014 758 82,995 -30,333 53,420

Warrant programme (less costs) 0 515 0 515

Preferential issue 127 56,230 0 56,357

Issue expenses 0 -4,242 0 -4,242

Net loss for the year 0 0 -32,230 -32,230

Equity, 31 Dec 2014 885 135,498 -62,563 73,820

Parent Company Share capital Share premium 
reserve

Non-restricted 
reserves and profit/loss 

for the year

Total 
equity

Equity, 1 January 2013 0 0 0 0

Formation of Company 50 0 0 50

Non-cash issue, reverse acquisition 637 156,963 0 157,600

Preferential issue 71 24,929 0 25,000

Issue expenses 0 -297 0 -297

Net loss for the year 0 0 -843 -843

Equity, 31 Dec 2013 758 181,595 -843 181,510

0 0 0 0

Equity, 1 January 2014 758 181,595 -843 181,510

Warrant programme (less costs) 0 515 0 515

Preferential issue 127 56,230 0 56,357

Issue expenses 0 -4,242 0 -4,242

Net loss for the year 0 0 -4,416 -4,416

Equity, 31 Dec 2014 885 234,099 -5,259 229,725

All shares are of the same class of shares, are fully paid and entitle 
the holder to one vote. No shares are reserved for transfer according to 
option agreements or other agreements.

In December 2014, a preferential issue was carried out where 
6,261,904 shares were issued and SEK 52,115,050 (after deduction 
of SEK 4,242,086 in issue expenses) was received.

The new share issue entailed an increase of the share capital of 

SEK 126,383 and the remaining amount totalling SEK 51,988,667 
was recognised against other capital contributions/share premium 
reserve.

In September 2013, a private placement of 3,571,428 shares 
was carried out, whereby SEK 24,752,996 (after deduction of issue 
expenses) in equity was transferred to the Company.

Note 18 Share capital and other capital contributions (SEK 000s)

Other capital contributions consist of the share premium reserve, 
amounts originally recognised in the share premium reserve, but 
which were later transferred to retained earnings.
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Note 19 Business combinations (SEK 000s)

Vigmed Holding AB’s formal acquisition of Vigmed AB was conducted 
through a non-cash issue of 9,050 shares in Vigmed AB. As payment 
for these shares, Vigmed Holding AB issued 31,525,000 shares to the 
shareholders of Vigmed AB. The newly issued shares correspond to 
92.7% of the total number of shares and votes in Vigmed Holding AB.

The contribution in kind was valued in the Parent Company at 
SEK 157,600,000 based on the Board's awareness of Vigmed's future 
earning capacity and that Vigmed in December 2012 conducted a 
new share issue where Vigmed received an infusion of SEK 50 million. 
This was at an issue price that indicates a value after the new share 
issue at Vigmed of SEK 157,600,000. The new share issue was 
essentially subscribed by outside investors who were not shareholders 
in Vigmed before the new share issue.

As the owners of the acquired business thereby obtained a con-
trolling influence over the new Group, the transaction has been 
accounted for under the rules for “reverse acquisitions” in IFRS 3.

2013

Acquired assets

Issue value (value of the existing 2,475,000 shares at 6 
February 2013
in Vigmed AB at a price of SEK 4.60) 11,406

Issue expenses -11,356

Acquired net assets in Vigmed AB* 50
 
* The net effect on the Group’s equity 

An extraordinary General Meeting on 14 January 2014 resolved to 
implement an incentive programme for senior executives and/or other 
employees in the form of an issue of a maximum of 760,000 
warrants.

755,000 warrants were subscribed for by 12 employees, of whom 
three senior executives, and SEK 634,200 was paid in.  
The costs amounted to SEK 119,000.

The warrants were allotted on 10 February 2014 and were 
acquired at a price of SEK 0.84 per warrant. 

Payment was made in cash. Fair value of the warrants at the time 
of allotment has been calculated at SEK 0.84. Since the warrants 
were acquired at a price corresponding to the market value, they do 
not constitute any share-based remuneration. 

Warrant holders have the right, during the period 15 January 
2017 up to and including 31 January 2017, to subscribe for a new 
share in the Company for every warrant at a subscription price of SEK 
24 per share (exercise price). If all warrants are exercised, the Compa-
ny's share capital will increase by SEK 15,339.

The fair value of the warrants at the time of allotment has been 
established using the Black and Schole's model. The important input 
data used in the calculation was: a share price of SEK 14.10 on the 
allotment date, the above exercise price, volatility of 30%, expected 
dividend of SEK 0, anticipated duration of the options of three years 
and an annual risk-free interest rate of 1.26%. 
 

Note 20 Issued warrants
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Note 22 Accounts payable and other liabilities

Group Parent Company

2014 2013 2014 2013

Accounts payable - trade 4,420 1,531 1,745 61

Social security contributions and similar fees 628 230 102 92

Accrued expenses 8,969 1,461 1,570 264

Total 14,017 3,222 3,417 417

Accrued expenses at year-end primarily comprise accumulated deal-
ings with logistics partner MBH International A/S (Denmark).

The dealing consists of a remaining one-time fee of SEK 
5,000,000 and continuous expenses and remuneration of SEK 
326,000.

The lease pertains to tools for the manufacturing of SWiNG in which 
Vigmed's partner AB Euroform has invested. The lease also covers pro-
duction equipment expected to be in operation in 2015.  

The tools are repaid over a period of four years until 30 June 
2018 and are transferred to the Company's ownership at the end of 
the term of the lease. 

Note 21 Borrowing
Liabilities for finance leases

2014 2013

Gross liabilities for finance leases

Within 1 year 4,126 -

Between 1 and 5 years 6,110 -

Total 10,236

Future financial expenses for finance leases -2,839 -

Present value of liabilities for finance leases 7,397 -

Present value of finance lease liabilities is as follows:

Within 1 year 2,774 -

Between 1 and 5 years 4,623 -

Total 7,397
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2014 2013

Production equipment HMD:

Gross liabilities regarding operating leases (including payment for products)

Within 1 year 24,645 14,443

Between 1 and 5 years 82,214 100,430

Office equipment:

Gross liabilities for operating leases

Within 1 year 7 14

Between 1 and 5 years - 7
 

Note 23 Commitments

2014 2013

Tangible fixed assets 39,826 39,826

 

Commitments for finance leases 
Contracted investments at the end of the reporting period not yet rec-
ognised in the financial statements amount to the following amounts:

Operating leases
In December 2012, Vigmed AB entered an agreement with the 
contract manufacturer HMD (India).

The production at HMD is based on Vigmed's product specifica-
tions and intellectual property rights, and comprises the products 
CLiP Ported, CLiP Winged and CLiP Neo. Vigmed provides a critical 
component (Vigclip) to the contract manufacturer, which is produced 
in Sweden.

Under the agreement, HMD has invested in tools and assembly 
lines for the production of Vigmed's products. In addition, purchase 
prices, terms of delivery and payment and minimum purchase  
volumes are regulated in the agreement.

Vigmed's agreement with the contract manufacturer HMD is clas-

sified as an operating lease, and the leasing fee is comprised of the 
products purchased by the manufacturer, which are continuously 
expensed. 

It is not practically implementable to separate the payments, and 
all payments under the agreement are presented below.

The expense for operating lease fees for the year amounts to SEK 
674,000 for the Group; SEK 660,000 for HMD and operating lease 
expenses for office equipment of SEK 14,000.

On the closing date, the Group had outstanding commitments in 
the form of minimum leasing fees under non-cancellable operating 
leases, with maturity times as follows:

Leases
In March 2013, Vigmed AB entered a lease for offices at Garnisonsga-
tan 10, Helsingborg. The lease expires on 31 March 2016 with a 
period of notice of nine months. This lease is automatically extended 
by three years if it is not cancelled.

The rent level in January 2014 is SEK 37,000 per month, and as 
of June 2015 this will be increased by SEK 15,000 per month as 
there is a rent discount in the first two years of the term of the lease. 

With a remaining fixed term of 17 months, the short-term commit-
ment (12 months) is SEK 549,000 and the long-term rent commit-
ment is SEK 260,000.

Other significant agreements entered into:
Vigmed has signed further agreements with two contract manufactur-
ers that are classified as finance leases.

An agreement with AB Euroform regarding production equipment 
for the manufacture of SWiNG products, and an agreement with AMB 
Industri regarding production equipment for the manufacture of 
SWiTCH.
Both sets of equipment are expected to be in operation in 2015.
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Note 24 Related parties

Transactions between the Company and its subsidiaries, which are 
related to the Company, have been eliminated upon consolidation and 
disclosures regarding these transactions are therefore not provided in 
this note.  
Disclosures regarding transactions between the Group and other 
related parties are presented below.

In addition to the purchase of consulting services from senior 

executives and Board members and from companies in which senior 
executives or Board members have significant influence, no purchases 
or sales between the Group and related parties have occurred. Disclo-
sures on remuneration of senior executives and other related parties 
are presented in Note 8. Disclosures on warrants for senior executives 
are presented in Note 20.

2014 2013

Purchases of services

Companies controlled by senior executives or Board members

Services for patents 1,572 1,675

Legal services 369 148

Other consultations 1,540 867

Total 3,481 2,690

2014 2013

Loan from Vigmed AB 0 2,000

Loan to Vigmed AB 17,500 0

Short-term dealings

Vigmed AB 223 953

Purchases and sales within the same Group - Parent Company
Purchases within the same Group amount to SEK 0 (0) and sales 
within the same Group amount to SEK 2,500,000 (3,000,000) which 
pertains to management fees. The Parent Company recognises an 
interest income of SEK 210,000 (0) regarding loans to the subsidiary.

The loan from Vigmed AB was repaid in 2014. The loan to Vigmed AB 
matures on 30 June 2017 and incurs an interest rate of 2.1%.
The Company provided an unconditional shareholder contribution of 
SEK 2.5 million to Vigmed AB.

The following transactions took place with related parties:

The services are purchased from companies controlled by senior exec-
utives or Board members on normal commercial terms.

Group Parent Company

Base salary
Variable 

remuneration
Base salary

Variable 
remuneration

2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 2013

Remuneration of Board, CEO and other 
senior executives:

Lennart Holm, Chairman of the Board 150 100 - 0 150 100 - 0

Lennart Dreyer, Board member 75 50 - 0 75 50 - 0

Mikael Karlsson, Board member 75 50 - 0 75 50 - 0

Ulf Mossberg, Board member 75 50 - 0 75 50 - 0

Per Knutsson, Board member 630 619 - 0 0 0 - 0

Rikard Roos, Board member 75 50 - 0 75 50 - 0

Finn Ketler, CEO 1,505 1,755 124 0 1,505 1,755 124 0

Other senior executives 4,099 2,779 80 0 0 0 0 0

Total 6,684 5,453 204 0 1,955 2,055 124 0
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Note 25 Participations in Group companies

Corp. ID no. Registered offices Share of capital (%)

Parent Company

Vigmed AB 556780-8018 Helsingborg 100

    Vigmed China Limited 1708840 Hong Kong 70

Share of capital, % Share of votes Number of shares Book value, 31 Dec 
2014, SEK 000s

Vigmed AB 100 100 9,050 157,600

2014

Opening acquisition cost 157,600

Shareholders' contribution paid 2,500

Impairment, participations in subsidiaries -2,500

Closing book value 157,600

2014 2013

Receivables and liabilities at year-end resulting from purchases of services from related parties

Liabilities to related companies 342 417

Guidelines
The members of the Parent Company’s Board of Directors who do not 
receive a salary from the Company are paid a fixed amount of SEK 
75,000, with the Chairman of the Board receiving a fixed amount of 
SEK 150,000.

No agreements regarding pension, severance pay and other bene-
fits have been entered into with the members of Board. Three mem-
bers of the Board invoice their fee via their companies, and these fees 
are reported in the income statement under Other external expenses.

No remuneration is paid to members of the Boards in subsidiaries. 
The fees and other remuneration of senior executives, amounting 

to SEK 719,000 (1,795,000), have been invoiced via external  
companies (included in the table above) and are reported in the 

The liabilities to related parties originate from purchase transactions 
and fall due within one month of the date of purchase. The liabilities 
accrue without interest.

income statement under Other external expenses.
No agreements regarding pension or severance pay have been 

entered into with the Company’s CEO or other members of senior  
management.

Senior executives refer to the five employees who form the  
management group with the CEO.

Variable remuneration for the 2014 financial year refers to 
expensed bonus, which is paid out in 2015.

For the CEO and all employees, 50% of the bonus is based on the 
Group's operating profit and 50% on individual targets set by the 
Board and management.
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Note 26 Change of accounting principles to IFRS
Effect of changed accounting principles in the consolidated balance sheet (SEK 000s)  

1 January 
2013 

(as per earlier 
presentation)

Adjustment of 
Intangible 

assets

1 January 
2013 

(translated)

31 December 
2013 

(as per earlier 
presentation)

Adjustment of 
Intangible 

assets

31 December 
2013 

(translated)

Assets 

Fixed assets 

Intangible assets 

Patents 1,190 -1,190 0 1,865 -1,237 628

Capitalised expenditure for development work 1,615 -1,615 0 3,713 -363 3,350

Software - - - 65 - 65

2,805 -2,805 0 5,643 -1,600 4,043

Tangible fixed assets 

Plant and machinery - - - 7,306 - 7,306

Equipment, fixtures and fittings 268 - 268 542 - 542

Construction in progress and advance payments 
regarding tangible fixed assets

1,472 - 1,472 1,873 - 1,873

1,740 0 1,740 9,721 0 9,721

Total fixed assets 4,545 -2,805 1,740 15,364 -1,600 13,764

Current assets 

Accounts receivable - trade - - - 38 - 38

Other current receivables 1,539 - 1,539 660 - 660

Prepaid expenses and accrued income 47 - 47 340 - 340

Cash and cash equivalents 52,721 - 52,721 41,840 - 41,840

54,307 0 54,307 42,878 0 42,878

Total assets 58,852 -2,805 56,047 58,242 -1,600 56,642

Equity and liabilities 

Equity attributable to Parent Company  
shareholders 

Share capital 905 - 905 758 - 758

Other capital contributions 58,095 - 58,095 82,995 - 82,995

Retained earnings -6,954 -2,805 -9,759 -28,733 -1,600 -30,333

Total equity attributable to Parent Company  
shareholders 52,046 -2,805 49,241 55,020 -1,600 53,420

Non-controlling interests - - - - - -

Total equity 52,046 -2,805 49,241 55,020 -1,600 53,420

Non-current liabilities

Borrowings regarding finance leases,  
non-current component

- - - - - -

Current liabilities 

Accounts payable - trade 6,297 - 6,297 1,531 - 1,531

Borrowings regarding finance leases,  
current component

- - - - - -

Other current liabilities 53 - 53 230 - 230

Accrued expenses and deferred income 456 - 456 1,461 - 1,461

6,806 0 6,806 3,222 0 3,222

Total liabilities 6,806 0 6,806 3,222 0 3,222

Total equity and liabilities 58,852 -2,805 56,047 58,242 -1,600 56,642
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Effect of changed accounting principles in the consolidated income statement (SEK 000s)

2012 (as per 
earlier 

presentation)

Adjustment of 
Intangible 

assets

2012 
(translated)

2013 (as per 
earlier 

presentation)

Adjustment of 
Intangible 

assets

2013 
(translated)

Sales - - - - - -

Capitalised development costs - - - - 3,350 3,350

Raw materials and consumables - - - - - -

Other external costs -7,459 -3,496 -10,955 -15,281 -3,263 -18,544

Personnel costs -940 - -940 -5,520 - -5,520

Depreciation/amortisation and impairment of 
tangible and intangible fixed assets 

-793 691 -102 -1,442 1,118 -324

Other operating expenses -101 - -101 -5 - -5

Other gains/losses - net - - - - - -

Operating profit/loss -9,293 -2,805 -12,098 -22,248 1,205 -21,043

Financial items 

Financial income 127 - 127 470 - 470

Financial expenses -31 - -31 -1 - -1

Total profit/loss from financial items 96 - 96 469 - 469

Profit/loss before tax -9,197 -2,805 -12,002 -21,779 1,205 -20,574

Income tax 0 - 0 0 - 0

Net loss for the year -9,197 -2,805 -12,002 -21,779 1,205 -20,574

Other comprehensive income 

Items that may be transferred to profit/loss 
for the year later:

- - - - - -

Total other comprehensive income, net after tax -9,197 -2,805 -12,002 -21,779 1,205 -20,574

Total comprehensive income for the year -9,197 -2,805 -12,002 -21,779 1,205 -20,574

Vigmed Holding AB changed accounting principles to IFRS as per 1 
January 2014, which means that internal own work is capitalised and 
that the time when research transitions to development work has been 
revised. This principle change has had an effect on the opening 
balance of equity in 2013 in an amount of SEK -2.8 million, and on 
the 2013 profit/loss in an amount of SEK 1.2 million.
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Effect of changed accounting principles in the consolidated statement of cash flows (SEK 000s)

2013 (as per 
earlier 

presentation)

Adjustment 
of Intangible 

assets

2013 
(translated)

Cash flows from operating activities 

Operating profit/loss -22,244 1,201 -21,043

Adjustments for non-cash items 

Depreciation/amortisation and impairment of tangible and intangible fixed assets 1,438 -1,114 324

Interest received 471 470

Interest paid -2 -1

Cash flow from operating activities before changes in working capital -20,337 87 -20,250

Changes in working capital 

Increase/decrease in other current receivables 548 548

Increase/decrease in other current liabilities -3,584 -3,584

Total change in working capital -3,036 0 -3,036

Cash flows from operating activities -23,373 87 -23,286

Investing activities 

Purchase of tangible fixed assets -8,301 -8,301

Purchase of intangible assets -3,960 -87 -4,047

Cash flows from investing activities -12,261 -87 -12,348

Financing activities 

Warrant programme

New share issue 24,753 24,753

Cash flows from financing activities 24,753 0 24,753

Cash flow for the year -10,881 0 -10,881

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 52,721 52,721

Cash and cash equivalents at year-end 41,840 0 41,840
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 Helsingborg 14 April 2015

 Lennart Holm  Per Knutsson
 Chairman 

 Mikael Karlsson  Ulf Mossberg
 

 Rikard Roos  Lennart Dreyer
 

 Finn Ketler 
 CEO 

Our audit report was submitted on 14 April 2015

Öhrlings PricewaterhouseCoopers AB

Christer Kilefors
Authorised Public Accountant

Note 28 Significant events after the end of the financial year

In January 2015, Vigmed delivered the first orders to Germany, Italy 
and Switzerland.

In pace with growing numbers of end users now beginning to use 
Vigmed's products, feedback has been received where a few end users 
have had problems in the use of CLiP Winged under certain condi-
tions. The problem has been analysed and it can be confirmed that it 
is related to a detail in the design of the first generation of the CLiP 
Winged product range. The design is now adapted and an upgraded 
second generation will be launched shortly. Vigmed does not compro-
mise on quality, which is why delivered products concerned have been 
replaced, which has in turn entailed some delivery delays in the first 
quarter.

Elisabeth Andersson has begun her employment with Vigmed as 
the Director of Supply Chain. Elisabeth is a member of the manage-
ment group and has taken over Henrik Olsen's interim role as the 
manager of purchasing, capacity planning, logistics and inventory. 

In January 2015, Vigmed took over the finished product inventory 
and responsibility for purchasing from the supply chain partner MBH 
A/S.

Vigmed's manufacturing and sales partner HMD launched safety 
IV catheters in India in March 2015. HMD will market the products 
under its own brand with the use of SIPCLIP to describe Vigmed's 
technology.

Note 27 Pledged assets and contingent liabilities

Group Parent Company

2014 2013 2014 2013

Pledged assets for own liabilities and provisions

For guarantees provided to Euroclear Sweden AB

Balances in blocked accounts 50 50 50 50

Total pledged assets 50 50 50 50

Contingent liabilities 0 0 0 0
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AUDITOR’S 
REPORT

To the annual meeting of the shareholders of Vigmed Holding AB, 
corporate identity number 556918-4632

Report on the annual accounts and consolidated accounts
We have audited the annual accounts and consolidated accounts 
of Vigmed Holding AB for the year 2014. The annual accounts 
and consolidated accounts of the company are included in the 
printed version of this document on pages 29-63.

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and the Managing 
Director for the annual accounts and consolidated accounts
The Board of Directors and the Managing Director are respon-
sible for the preparation and fair presentation of these annual 
accounts in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and of the 
consolidated accounts in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards, as adopted by the EU, and the Annual Ac-
counts Act, and for such internal control as the Board of Directors 
and the Managing Director determine is necessary to enable the 
preparation of annual accounts and consolidated accounts that are 
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these annual 
accounts and consolidated accounts based on our audit. We 
conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards 
on Auditing and generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden. 
Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements 
and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance 
about whether the annual accounts and consolidated accounts are 
free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evi-
dence about the amounts and disclosures in the annual accounts 
and consolidated accounts. The procedures selected depend on 
the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of 
material misstatement of the annual accounts and consolidated 
accounts, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk 
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to 
the company’s preparation and fair presentation of the annual 
accounts and consolidated accounts in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for 
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the 

company’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the 
appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonable-
ness of accounting estimates made by the Board of Directors and 
the Managing Director, as well as evaluating the overall presenta-
tion of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient 
and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinions.

Opinions
In our opinion, the annual accounts have been prepared in 
accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and present fairly, in 
all material respects, the financial position of the parent company 
as of 31 December 2014 and of its financial performance and its 
cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with the Annual 
Accounts Act. The consolidated accounts have been prepared in 
accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and present fairly, in 
all material respects, the financial position of the group as of 31 
December 2014 and of their financial performance and cash flows 
for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards, as adopted by the EU, and the Annual Ac-
counts Act. The statutory administration report is consistent with 
the other parts of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts.

We therefore recommend that the annual meeting of shareholders 
adopt the income statement and balance sheet for the parent 
company and the group.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
In addition to our audit of the annual accounts and consolidated 
accounts, we have also audited the proposed appropriations of the 
company’s profit or loss and the administration of the Board of 
Directors and the Managing Director of Vigmed Holding AB for 
the year 2014.

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and the Managing Director
The Board of Directors is responsible for the proposal for 
appropriations of the company’s profit or loss, and the Board of 
Directors and the Managing Director are responsible for adminis-
tration under the Companies Act.
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Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion with reasonable assu-
rance on the proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or 
loss and on the administration based on our audit. We conducted 
the audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing stan-
dards in Sweden.

As a basis for our opinion on the Board of Directors’ proposed 
appropriations of the company’s profit or loss, we examined 
whether the proposal is in accordance with the Companies Act. 

As a basis for our opinion concerning discharge from liability, in 
addition to our audit of the annual accounts and consolidated 
accounts, we examined significant decisions, actions taken and 
circumstances of the company in order to determine whether any 
member of the Board of Directors or the Managing Director is 
liable to the company. We also examined whether any member of 
the Board of Directors or the Managing Director has, in any other 
way, acted in contravention of the Companies Act, the Annual 
Accounts Act or the Articles of Association. 

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient 
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinions.

Opinions
We recommend to the annual meeting of shareholders that the 
profit be appropriated in accordance with the proposal in the stat-
utory administration report and that the members of the Board of 
Directors and the Managing Director be discharged from liability 
for the financial year

Helsingborg 14 April 2014 
Öhrlings PricewaterhouseCoopers AB

Christer Kilefors 
Authorized Public Accountant
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PER KNUTSSON 
Born in 1959. Member of the Board of Directors since 2009. 

Educational background and professional experience: Polymer Engineering/Chemistry, Jönköpings Högskola, 
Polymer Material/Engineering, Kristianstad Högskola, Polymer Physics, KTH. Innovator/Concept development. 
Previous functions within development and polymer technology at Viggo Spectramed, Ohmeda and Becton 
Dickinson. 29 years' experience from the medical device industry. Founder of Vigmed.

Other current positions: Member of the Board of Directors of Solvier AB. Sole proprietor of PK polymer solution. 

Previous assignments (last five years): None

Holdings: 6,075,263 shares.

FINN KETLER 
Born in 1962. Member of the Board of Directors since 2013. CEO since 2012.

Educational background and professional experience: MSc./Cand.merc. (International Business Strategy) from 
Aarhus University and Global Management Programme, INSEAD.

Other current positions: Member of the Board of Directors of Dermazip AB.

Previous assignments (last five years): None

Holdings: 1,797,000 shares, including family and company.

LENNART HOLM 
Born in 1960. Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2012 and member of the Board of Directors since 2011.

Educational background and professional experience: MSc Chem.Eng. Chalmers University of Technology, 
Gothenburg.

Other current positions: Chairman of the Boards of Directors of BillerudKorsnäs Aktiebolag (publ), Vida Aktiebolag, 
ChamberTech AB and Nexam Holding AB, and member of the Boards of Directors of BioMass C Holding AB, 
DermaZip AB, Brunkeberg Systems AB, Neco Norden AB, Hempel A/S (Denmark) and SOS Barnbyar Sverige. 
Member of the Boards of Directors of Preventic Försäkring AB, Axolot AB and Hamnkrogen Holding AB.

Previous assignments (last five years): Board positions in Perstorp Holding AB, Chr Hansen A/S, Industrifonden, 
Lahega Kemi AB and Nattaro Labs AB, as well as operational positions, including as CEO of the Perstorp Group.

Holdings: 1,669,302 shares, including family and company.

VIGMED'S 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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LENNART DREYER 
Born in 1956. Member of the Board of Directors since 2011.

Educational background and professional experience: MBA and PhD studies at Gothenburg University, former 
Dean of IHM Business School, Senior Consultant at Deloitte and Bain, and guest professor at Tsinghua 
University in Beijing and Wuhan International Trade University, China.

Other current positions: Chairman of the Boards of Directors of Stand Talent International Ltd., Foundation 
Asia Pacific Ltd. and Business Research Ltd. Member of the Boards of Directors of Ellen Asia Ltd. and 
Neurovive Pharmaceutical Asia Ltd. 

Previous assignments (last five years): Chairman of the Board of Directors of Tidningen Chef.

Holdings: 150,837 shares.

RIKARD ROOS 
Born in 1974. Member of the Board of Directors since 2009. 

Educational background and professional experience: MSc Chem.Eng. Lund Technical University. Authorised 
Swedish and European patent attorney and one of the main shareholders of Ström & Gulliksson, and both 
CEO and member of the Board of Directors of Ström & Gulliksson AB, Ström & Gulliksson Invest AB and 
Studentgatan Patent AB. Founder of Vigmed. Named as one of Sweden's 101 Super Talents in 2013 by the 
business magazine Veckans Affärer.

Other current positions: Member of the Board of Directors and CEO of Ström & Gulliksson AB, Ström & Gulliksson 
Invest Aktiebolag and Studentgatan Patent AB, and member of the Board of Directors of DermaZip AB. 

Previous assignments (last five years): Board positions in Arxorbis AB.

Holdings: 1,708,262 shares.

MIKAEL KARLSSON 
Born in 1963. Member of the Board of Directors since 2009. 

Educational background and professional experience: LL.M, Lund University, corporate attorney specialising 
in IPR (patent law, trademarks, design, copyright and commercial agreements and licences). 

Other current positions: Partner and shareholder of Law Firm Gulliksson AB, Chairman of Connect Nordvästra 
Skåne and member of the Board of Directors of Connect Skåne. Founder of Vigmed.

Previous assignments (last five years): None

Holdings: 1,515,935 shares (via his wife, Cecilia Karlsson).

ULF MOSSBERG 
Born in 1940. Chairman of the Board of Directors 2010–2012. Member of the Board of Directors since 2012.

Educational background and professional experience: MSc Economics from the University of Agriculture, 
Uppsala. More than 40 years' experience from management positions at Scan, Kungsfoto (Market Director), 
Saudi Chemical Co (CEO), Nitro Nobel (CEO) and Viggo AB / BOC (CEO), and CEO of the City of Helsingborg.

Other current positions: None

Previous assignments (last five years): Chairman of the Boards of Directors of Vigmed AB, Morek AB, Kinnarps 
i Hbg AB, Automationspartner AB, Aktiv Personal AB, Pica Kemi AB and Styrelsepoolen Syd. 

Holdings: 2,401,040 shares.
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